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New professor analyzes media
By Holly Abrams
ware.
nramt
There are two traditional areas
The mass media has limit- of media study, political econless influence on ihe U.S. and omy and cultural studies, Boydglohal economies, Dr. Oliver Barrett said. These areas come at
Boyd-Barrcll said in his first the expense of technology teleaddress at die University.
phony and computing he said.
"We miss, as a scholarly
Mis
lecture,
"Cyber
Imperialism:
History community, a great deal in part
Interrupted," was presented yes- technology," be said.
terday afternoon in the McFall
In the glohal economy there
Gallery and was followed by a are often limitations on the
reception.
rise of local production and
Boyd-Barrett
has been Insufficient attention to covert
appointed as new Director of influences, Boyd-Barrett said.
"The very phenomenon we got
the School of Communications
Studies and is scheduled to start distracted by was beginning to
work luly 1.1 le will take over for be of such obvious importance,"
Dr. |oe ITizado, who has been he said. "Other areas become
serving as interim director.
obscured in this fascination of
He provided audience media context."
There are many influences in
members with an analysis of
recent trends in media commu- the world today on media Includnication and the U.S. economy.
ing ownership, business models,
He also discussed the effects professional values and content
of U.S. supremacy in the areas of formatting, Boyd-Barrett said.
In the lecture he also
computing hardware and soft-

Bill could cut faculty
freedoms in classes
The bill, should it be passed,
would allow students with difKor many years, people have fering viewpoints from their
looked to colleges and universi- professors to speak up more. It
ties as institutions welcoming would also prohibit professors
opinions and viewpoints across from introducing and discussthe board, but with a new bill ing controversial viewpoints.
Thought to protect stutaken into consideration by the
Ohio Senate, opponents say dents' abilities to embrace
those opinions and viewpoints classroom discussion widiout
worry of discrimination of their
may be restricted.
The bill, named Ohio Senate viewpoints, SB 24 is highly
Bill 24 or the "Academic Bill of controversial, and many people
Rights," may make professors are getting involved in the fight
and instructors limit topics in for and against die bill.
Katie 1 lartwell, president
classroom discussion. The bill
also prohibits academic lead- of the College Democrats,
ers from making judgments in explained why professors
grading a student's work based should feel free to speak their
on their religious, ideological or opinions, and how die bill can
take away what many people
political stance on a topic.
To summarize die bill, SB 24 cherish the most: tiicir freedom
originated from students' com- ofspeech.
"I think that SB 24 greatly
plaints that they were being
misjudged by their political
viewpoints in liberal classrooms.
8y less Wagner
COPY CHItr

BILL. PAGE 2

referenced several fbretunners
as being significant in the area of
critical media studies, including
I lerbert Schiller.
"His works in this area were
incredibly insightful particularly
into trends," he said.
Information communication
technology was one of the main
topics during the lecture.
"ICT raises new and
somewhat interesting issues of
policy," Boyd-Barrett said.
Then has been a convergence
of technology, especially within
the past 50 years, he said.
Included are trends towards
the Internet. What began as an
integrated circuit migrated to the
ASCII and ARAPANKT programs
and eventually the Internet and
computer technology as we
know it today, he said.
Crisis in this area in the 1960s
and 1970s included the Vietnam
CRISIS. PAGE 2

INSIGHTS: Or. Oliver Bovd-Batrett discusses the power of media in public communication Thursday.

Assault awareness continues
more I thought that if I didn't do And keeping in mind too, that
something that this is not going some siav longei than fbui years,
they look at undergraduate and
Today is the last day that die to stop happening."
In 2004. statistics shown that gradual!' levels," she said
University will officially recThe women's center uses
ognize National Sexual Assault one in every four women and one
Awareness Month. But, die fight in every 10 men will be a victim the one in four statistic for die
Universitv's student
to make college students aware of sexual assault. Also,
population, which
of i) u-ii heightened risk of this the Center for Disease
"/
started
calculates into 300
Control announced
occurrence will continue on.
learning
women per year on
The Women's Center, the this month that one
campus who become
Transformation Project, the in six women and
about it
victims of sexual
Coalition of Sexual Offenses and one in 33 men have
and it was assault.
the Wellness Connection each already been victims
Since 1997 the
offer services to those victims of in the United States.
almost too
number of women
I'orcollegestudents
sexual assault and to diose that
important reporting an incident
are interested in raising aware- the statistics stay
the same. Though, to turn away ill sexual assault hits
ness at the University level.
increased from one
A certified peer facilitator, Luce according to some
from."
in seven to the presTomlin-Brenner joined the Sexual reports, it states that
ent one in four. The
Assault Information Network, one in four women
LUCE BRENNER.
peak in reporting can
an off-shoot of CASO, three will have been a vicCASO
be attributed to eduyears ago because she felt that tim of sexual assault
cation, not necessarsolely during their
something needed to be done.
"I started learning about it |sex- college years, said Barb I lofhnan, ily an increase in assaults, said
n.il assault: and it was almost director of (Health Services at the lulie Broadvvell, Sexual Assault
Awareness for Empowerment
too important to mm away Wellness Connection).
"You also have to look at reports program coordinator at Wood
from," Brenner said. "The more
horrible facts that I learned the diat say one out of four by age. County Behavioral Connection.
By Angela L Gorter

MANAGING E0110R

By Bob Moser
CUV NEWS EDITOR

Chelsea
Snyder,
opinion
editor of The BG News, was fired
early Wednesday morning for
plagiarizing much of her column
on Tuesday. April 26.
This was brought to the
attention of Editor-in-Chief
Carrie Whitaker late Tuesday
evening by an online reader,
who found distinct
similarities in an opinion post on
www.somethingawful.com.
"The minute it was brought
to my attention I knew I had
to fire her." Whitaker said. "It
broke down everything I believe
in journalistically. It's just
something you can't stand for in
this profession."
The majority of Snyders
column, titled, "Pope's Na/i ties
misunderstood," was taken from
a post on die Web site liy author
Zachary Gutierrez. Snyder made
no attribution to Gutierrez in her

column.

8ri*i McRoterts BGItem
KEEPING THE FAITH: Bryan Wiles of the H20 staff speaks to the crowd about God and modern culture in the first five years of
the new millennium. H20 meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. and every Sunday at 11 a.m. in the Union.

The four-day forecast is taken
from wealher.com
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Snyder had been chosen by
the University Board of Student
Publications on April 19 to
serve as The BG News summer

MONDAY

SUNDAY

Showers

Partly
Cloudy

AWARENESS. PAGE 6

Opinion editor
fired for plagiarism

CULTURAL CLASH

FOUR-DAY FORECAST

Before, researchers had not
accurately defined what sexual assault constituted. Now,
with educational programs
such as those offered by CASO,
individuals can act to prevent sexual assault from occurring, and
victims can understand that
they have a team of supporters
behind them.
Sexual assault is a blanket
term for all offenses that include
unwanted sexual contact or
attention committed by force,
threat, bribe, manipulation, pressure or abuse of one's position
of authority, according to The
Sexual Assault Crisis Center of
Knoxville, T'enn. Under tilis definition acts of rape, acquaintance
rape, marital rape, statutory rape,
sc\ual batter)', sexual harassment, stalking, sexual misconduct or indecent exposure are
considered sexual assault.
Among college women.

High: 56*
Low: 39'

FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM

Editor-in-Chief, but Snyder
was relieved of that position on
Wednesday as well.
Bob Bond, director of Student
Publications, will be selecting an
interim summer Editor-in-Chief
for The BG News by the end of

today
"We're trying to move the
process along quickly because
the summer staff selections are
in progress," Bond said.
The Board will meet in May to
discuss any further action against
Snyder, and to evaluate the choice
of interim editor-in-chief.
Snyder — a sophomore
journalism major — began
working at The BG News in fall
2004 as an opinion columnist,
and was named Opinion Editor
for the spring 2005 semester.
"Very good people sometimes
make very bad mistakes," Bond
said. "Chelsea Snyder was a
strong contributor on staff, and
moving up on staff. But there is
zero tolerance for plagiarism."
Snyder has been suspended
from panicipation at The BG
News until the spring ?006
semester.

TUESDAY

Panly
Cloudy

High: 57"
Low: 40"

"»

Partly
Cloudy

High: 59*
low: 41*
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Professor talks about crises
There are symptoms of decline excited about his research."
in the U.S. economy as well,
lose Cardenas, instructor
defeat, OPEC price increases he said. The nation has a huge in the departments of theater
and blowback from U.S. foreign deficit, debt to foreign inves- and communications, thought
policy, he said.
tors and American citizens the presentation was very
These crisis effect the themselves are in debt.
interesting. "It was fairly impresstructure of world economy
Me also addressed questions sive in a certain aspect that it's
and glohal communication. of India and- China and their not talked about daily but the
Boyd-Barrett said.
relationship with the U.S. in the far reaching aspects an- nearly
"What I argue is that ICT turns near future.
infinite," he said.
out to be part of the response of
The event was sponsored by
"Outsourcing the very process
the crisis." he said. "ITC helped of outsourcing itself is a concern, the School of Communication
in a significant way to sustain the although not immediate," Boyd- Studies, the Darl Ault Visiting
U.S. global economy leadership Barrett said. "But in current Lecturer in Journalism series and
to 2000 and beyond."
debates, in respect to India and the College of Arts and Sciences.
Among the responses to the China, we need to always keep
He is anticipating the position
i risis was the Reagan market re- the broad context in focus."
as director, Boyd-Barrett said.
regulation. Boyd-Barrett said.
"1 his is opening a new
Countries need to have in
One
of
the
most place alternate sources of energy and exciting chapter in an
attention- grabbing strategies of for the future. Boyd-Barrett said. environment that is conductive
the Reagan administration was
We need to recognize technol- to research," he said.
the breakup of AT&T," he said. ogy in respect to U.S. economic
A director search was
I think even today one might interests, he said.
conducted this year followargue that, that breakup did
The speech gave insight to new ing the announcement thai Dr.
indeed signal the beginning of a faculty member. Bill Alberlini, |. Michael Sproule accepted a
period of intense creativity."
assistant professor in the English position as Dean at St. Louis
We are now in a millennium of department.
University.
globalization, Boyd-Barrett said.
"This gives me a sense of what
Boyd-Barrett has been a
The U.S., Europe and lapati now the communications school professor in the Department of
make up over 50 percent of the does in respect to other depart- Communication in the College of
global economy.
ments on campus here," he said. letters, Arts and Social Sciences
Another issue is that of knowlI-acuity members were excited at California State Polytechnic
edge-hascd industries, which are to meet Boyd-Barrett after hear- University since 2001.
not facing a superior challenge ing him present some of his
Boyd-Barrett has research
to the U.S., Boyd-Barrett said.
interests in international
research.
"U.S. dependence on for"I like the way he produced a communications media, nationeign oil will increase again and lot of statistics and he was very al and international news agenthis will involve the U.S. in well-informed." said Radhika cies, globalization and the
transforming the way to better Gajjala, associate professor in media, media economics, eduaccess oil reserves in the Middle the department of interperson- cational communications and
East and Asia," he said.
al communication. "I'm really educational management.
CRISIS. FROM PAGE 1

BG Democrats rally against bill
BILL, FROM PAGE 1

threatens Eirst Amendment
rights. Professors are people with opinions, and often
times, their opinions are educated and based off of years of
research. Professors and scholars write books based on their
professional opinion and SB
24, if too vague, threatens the
admission of new ideas into
the classroom," Hartwell said.
"Also, regardless of your profession, you cannot be required
to omit certain topics. SB 24 is
for all universities; BGSU and
many others are public institutions, and it is a clear violation
of the Eirst Amendment if you
restrict anyone's speech."
Backed by the College
Democrats, Hartwell plans on
taking a more active stance
in fighting the bill. Hartwell
encourages students and
faculty to take a hands-on
approach as well, no matter
what their stance may be.
Hartwell and the College
Democrats plan to take what
she calls a "grassroots approach"
by writing their senators.
An array of opinions on the
intentions of this bill fuels the
controversy even more. While
Hartwell opposes the bill for
its alleged infringement on the
freedom of speech, Monika
Winklcr, president of the
College Republicans, said the

MODEL OPEN AND AVAILABLE FOR TOURING]
Monday 12 to 3, Tuesday 2 to 5, Wednesday 4 to 8.

bill will only help students
voice their opinions in the
classroom.
"The bill is thought to
seriously hamper students'
abilities to learn from a variety
of viewpoints," Winkler said.
"However, the actual intention
of the bill is to guarantee these
very freedoms, not take them
away."
Although students can
research topics a controversial
professor may bring to them,
some argue the odds of that
actually happening are low.
They say students will just take
what they hear for face value
and not look for the answer
they believe the most, or that
may be the most true.
Winkler said all this can be
avoided if the bill is passed.
With students feeling more
comfortable in expressing
their own opinions, she said
students will only benefit from
the bill in the long run.
"With a required, non-partisan teaching style, students
who felt silenced in class will
feel more open to express their
views," Winkler said. "In the
long run, this will bring more
balanced and active participation in classroom discussion.
It will prominently defend our
freedom of speech."
David Horowitz, one of
the founding fathers of the
Academic Bill of Rights that
propelled SB 24 to be put
into consideration, has been
fighting for the bill, a bill that
he says can end what he calls
"liberal bias" in the education
system.
When discussing the bill,
many people focus on the
students' rights. But some
feel it is important to see the
argument from both the
teachers' and students' sides.
Neal Jesse is an assistant
professor in the department
of political science. Since SB
24 discourages the discussion
of controversial political and
ideological views in the classroom, Jesse faces the possible
effects of this bill the most.
Jesse, who opposes the bill,
called it a "step backwards in

American politics."
Because many of his classes
are focused around European
politics, Jesse would have to
question what he can and can't
discuss in his classes if the bill
were passed. He said if the bill
was passed, professors and
instructors would be forced
to limit classroom discussion,
something he said negatively
affects students.
"Despite its intent to ensure
freedom of speech, |SB 241
actually would do the opposite," Jesse said. "It would
create a climate in the classroom by which the instructor
would be fearful of raising controversial topics. Instructors
would probably limit their
lectures to 'safe' topics. In the
long run, this shortchanges
the students and reduces the
quality of their education."
Jesse highlights the importance of classroom discussion,
saying that discussion in the
classroom is "for the benefit
of the students, not the professors." Jesse said freedom
of speech allows for an open
discussion and for students to
engage in debates with other
students. With the passage of
SB 24, this may not happen.
"The more information and
opinions that we |professors|
provide the students, the more
open the dialogue the more
deep the understanding, the
more quality the students will
get out of their time here at
BGSU." Jesse said. "I think most
students are smart enough to
compare various opinions and
decide for themselves which
ones they believe. And freedom
of speech allows professors and
other students to challenge
each other's opinions so that
a positive debate occurs, and
everyone benefits."
And as Jesse said, it all comes
back to what is most beneficial
to the student.
"I think that any limitation of
freedom of speech, especially
on college campuses, would
reduce the quality of instruction," Jesse said. "In the end,
the students lose if I have to
limit what I teach them."

shop

work

The BG News is now
accepting applications for

Summer & Fall 2005
Staffs
•Reporters
• Web Staff
•Staff Editors
•Copy Editors
• Opinion Columnists
•Photographers
•Graphic Designers
• Applications are available in 210 or
204 West Hall.
• Interviews have begun, but applications
are still being accepted.
Questions or further information? Contact The BG News
at thenews@bgnews.com

She's your best Iriend. mentor and biggest Ian. What better
way to say thanks than a simplified lite and a special gilt Irom
The Town Center at Levis Commons...
To simplify it lor you... we'd like to plant a lew seeds When
you shop with any retailers between Thursday, April 28 and
Sunday. May 1. we'll give you another reason to return Use
receipts Irom The Town Center atlevis Commons, dated
and turned in during this time Irame, and receive a $10 gilt
certilicale lor purchases totaling $150, a $25 gilt certificate lor
purchases totaling $300, and a $50 gift certificate lor purchases
totaling $500 - $1,000. All gill certificates are redeemable
through June 30,2005. It's thai simple Shop Redeem...
and gel a small gift for yoursell loo.
It's Mother's Day at The Town Center at Levis Commons. It's
Mom Simplified.

>T

H

■

^

TOWN

CENTER

AT

J^EVIS COMMONS
life, simplified.
www.Shop Levis Commons.com
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GUEST SPEAKER TO ADDRESS BIRTH WEIGHTS
Robert Schoeni, an economics s|iecialist from the
University of Michigan, will present today at 1 p.m. in
Union room 314 as part of the Outer for Family and
Demographic Host -an h Spring I x'ctureSeries. Schoeni's
topic will he "luw Birth Weight, Childhood Economic
Status, and Adult Health and labor Market Outcomes.''

CAMPUS

University claims third in recycling competition
By Laura Kochan
GUESI REROUTES

RecydeMania results are In and
Bowling Green State Unjversit)
finished a strong third place in
the national recycling contest
But it was Miami Universrt)
who claimed the First-place
trophy: u three-foot-tall Qgure
with a bowling ball lor a head.
a i USty propane lank tor a body
ami wearing a construction hat
that reads "Recycling."
I he ten-week competition
that ranks which university's
students recycle the mosl began
on Ian. 30. RecydeMania was
created to encourage a fun
and friendly competition thai
would promote waste reduction through recycling, \ total
ol 'IH colleges around the nation
participated this year, up from
17 in 2001.
Oariing into this oanpetJ-

tioii as undefeated first-place
RecydeMania
chain pious.
BGSU proudly placed third with
55.77 pounds per person on
average, I he University recycled
three additional pounds per
person thisyear compared to the
2003 RecydeMania competition
when BGSU took first place. But,
that increase was not enough
to maintain first-place status
in this year's RecydeMania
contest
Pint-place Miami University
recycled ten more pounds than
the average B(ISII student for a
total of 66.19 pounds.
Newcomei University of
Oregon came in second with
65.10 pounds per person, and
Ohio University finished in fifth
place with 50.80 pounds pel
prison.
"Ultimately, three out of the
lop five wcrcOhioschools.'Craig

"Ultimately, three
out of the top
five were Ohio
schools. That alone
highlights the mass
volumes Ohio
recycles. We have
also increased our
waste reduction
on this campus
... I believe we are
winners because of
that."
CRAIG WiniG. COORDINATOR
Wittig. Recycling Coordinator,
said. Thai alone highlights the
mass volumes Ohio recycles,

get alife

We have also increased our
wasie reduction on this campus, which is not shown in this
competition, and I believe we
are winners because of that"
Marcy Bauer, Environmental
Education Coordinator at Miami
University also did not let waste
reduction go unnoticed.
"Although we promote lour
students] to recycle more, we
still want to reinforce the fact
thai using less is hest for the
environment," Bauer said.
In the lirsi week of the
competition. Bowling Green
State University came In a
sluggish fifth, placing behind
Hccyc■IcManiavetctans and contest founders Miami and Ohio
Universities. Only one week
into the conlest, the two-time
champions BGSU kicked the
competition into gear and
entered the top three.

rhe Residence Halls made vast
contributions fur RecydeMania.
Conklin
Residence
Mall
made
the
strongest
contribution hy winning Battle
of the Recydables,
In the Battle of the Recydables
contest.
residence
halls
competed to see whose students
recycled the most on a per-resident average between Oct. and
\pril. I asl week, the Hecycling
Department presented Conklin
with .in \bo\ and games
cluiiiig the hall council meeting
tin their recycling efforts.
"We arc proud to accept
ihis token of appreciation for
the recycling efforts made In
our residents," Ronald lalbert,
Conklin Mail Council president,
said.
Miami University and Ohio
University began RecydeMania
in 2IKII, competing against each

oilier. Through this competition, they created astrongrivalry
and sparked a heightened Interest in recycling. The two schools
had so much fun with this coin
petition they decided to invite
other schools to participate.
IK,SI I joined ItecycleMania
one year after the birth of contest in 2002 and competed again
in 2003, winning both years.
Aller taking a year off in 200-1.
BC.SU re-entered the contest,
never forgetting its dedication to
recycling, according to Wittig.
"It feels so great to have
all of these other schools
interested and wanting to compele." Bauei Said. "I would like
in congratulate Bowling Green
State University on defeating Ohio University. No matter what, there will always be
a sluing rivalry between Ohio
schools in RecydeMania."

-g^M^
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10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
Pandora's Box Presents: May Day
2005
Union Oval

2:30 p.m.
CMA Honors and Awards Event is
free and open to the public.
Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Ms Center
7-9 pm.
MFA Thesis Exhibitions
Dorothy Uber Bryan, Willard
Wankelman, and Boweii-Thompson
Union Galleries

4-5 p.m.
Graduate Student Senate Speaker
Ohio legislator Rep. Bob tatta,
R- Bowling Green, will be visiting campus this month at the
invitation of the Graduate Student
Senate.
Gallery. 2nd Floor, McFall Center

8 p.m.
It's About Time. Multi-media show
in the Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested, lasts approximately 1
hour. Planetarium Show is followed
by stargazing in the Observatory
if weather permits on Friday and
Sunday evenings.
For more information contact:
Physics & Astronomy Department
(419) 372-2421
BGSU Planetarium -112 Physical
Sciences Lab Bldg

8 p.m.
UDA Spring Semester Showcase.
University Dance Alliance presents
their Spring Semester Showcase.
The performance includes modem, lyrical, hip bop, jazz, and
tap pieces, all choreographed by
BGSU students. Free, but seating
is limited. For More Information
Contact: UDA President Maria Perez
mperez@bgnet.bgsu.edu
222 tppler North

"Don't fie afraid to
cross the street"
CHECK OUT OUR
WEEKLY SrTCIftts!
GHbtN OHIO

ruesKaysju/e,,
th

Frj. April 29

524E.Wooster
(Located beside SBX)

*•

Other Bowling Green
Subway Locations

TattVi

828 S. Main St.
1234 N. Main St.
(Woodland Mall)

*We accept city bucks

2 REGULAR
FOOTLONGS

We also accept
all major credit cards

^3

(Wooster St. Location only)

Must show BGSU ID.
No coupon necessory
Exp. 5/8/05

\3* &
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^ 'Ohio University for SUMMER 2005 ^ ***
Ohio University Summer Sessions offers a more relaxed
atmosphere, smaller classes and a chance to get ahead in

your course work.

Insanity Sauce

Choose from a variety of traditional classes or stay at home
and take one of our 80 courses offered from a distance.

!E3B*

th

Sat. April 30

Diamond D. Lee
Mr/special guest The Crnna
Girls If OP Giveaway

Beer of
the Month
C4N*« & CMM ton
J2.M

w

""■ I "UIS, fi,

**f»ficfr,„.
«*■***

Join us at Ohio University, Athens for a summer that is sure to
be exciting, challenging, and sunny! Or attend classes at one
of our regional sites located in Chillicothe, Ironton, Lancaster,
St. Clairsville, Zanesville and Pickerington.
Our registration process is simple and classes are easily
transfered to meet your degree requirements.

jister now!
www.ohio.edu/summer
cfc

1st Session- June 20 - July 22
2nd Session- July 25 - August 26

/Alpha Sigma Phi Alumni)
ON THEIR ENGAGEMENT

\l'l> \l

Aid' \l

AI«I> M

\-'t' M Ai'l' \l Aid' \l

Y2l'
?7: ~
'\ It'*aBrtgJtId«a! '>$

OHIO
UNIVERSITY

For more information call 1 -888-551-6446 or e-mail summcr.sessions@ohio.edu
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OPINION

"We don't serve Bin Laderis here...
You're not welcome here anymore."
Aii alleged remark by Honda City, I la Denny's naladnmi manger Fdu.mio
Ascano to seven Middle Eastern men. refusing in scrw'tkm They are suing.

KliTKDITOIilAI.

N.W.KISI:

\li:i!(l'l!V\i;\VS

Filibusters give minority a voice
In a change of pace, Sunday's
sermon was delivered In Sen.
Bill Frist and was drawn from
Hiddick- Senate Procedure,
Rule XXII. which sets GO as Ihe
number of voies needed to end a
filibuster

When it comes to confirming federal judges, let .i Sim
pic majority decide, said the
Senate's Republican leader in a
nationwide TV broadcast thai

i H Iginated bom a Baptist church.
Frisi is exasperated that
Democrats have blocked 10 of
President Bush's judicial appointments In threatening a filibusler. Two 'Hundred and five Bush
nominees have been confirmed.
There is a longstanding and
credible argument against filibusters generally: If the Founding
Fathers, warned to require a
three-fifths' majority to pass

legislation, they would have put
it in the Constitution.
If Frist were to make this broad
argument, he would be more
credible. But he wants to end
filibusters only for judicial
appointments.
He's got things backward.
Filibusters against potential judges are more justifiable
than filibusters against regular
legislation.

A federal judgeship is a
lifetime appointment. Except
for impeachment in the event
of misconduct, there's no going
back on judicial appointments,
legislation, on the oilier hand,
can be modified or repealed at
any time.
TheargumentthatRepublicans
are making against federal judges as a group — that they have
assumed extraordinary powers

to make social policy — is all as requiring a quorum to be
the more reason to permit extra present in the Senate chambers
at all times. This prospect is why
scrutiny in appointing them.
Senate rules allow Republicans, Frist's proposal is called "the
on a majority vote, to do as Frist nuclear option."
Ten judges are hardly sufficient
wishes and rule out filibusters
on judicial appointments. Senate provocation to set off a civil war
rules also allow Democrats, in what is supposed to be the
though a minority, to employ more civil of the two houses of
other parliamentary maneuvers Congress. If Frist decides to drop
in retaliation dial would bring the bomb, the fallout will poison
the Senate to a standstill, such the Senate for years to come.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR PEOPLE Student evaluation
ON THE STREET
has no legitimacy
Apology for
plagiarism in
recent column
As students, we are taught
from da] one of kindergarten that cheating is wrong
Journalists, we are taught from
the first class of Journalism HKI
that plagiarism is a si 11 the
nastiest, ugliest sin anyone who
considers him or hersell to be a
journalist to commit
After a recent turn of events, I
have been accused of plagiarism.
One could argue the
technicality of it. tin-1
involvement and the level of
knowledge ol actions. But
journalism doesn't deal with
technicalities, and ii shouldn't
have to. It Is what H is, and I
plagiarized a recent column thai
appeared in the B( I New it is with this thai I wish to
issue a sincere apology to the
members of the B( i New s
(he community of the Uruversitj
and most importantly, the
people who have read my a il

umns over the past yeai and sent
such positive land not so posJ
rive) responses. Plagiarism is a
despicable act in any selling, but
especially in such a respected
position as ihis newspaper.
If anything positive is io eoine
from tilis, I can only hope thai
other students, journalists or
not. learn from my huge
mistake. Don't take this path. I

had a lot going for me, and now
I must race the consequences
of my pool decisions. I have
nobod) io In.ime but myself.
Please remember that
cheating is cheating; plagiarism
aiism. No amount of
explanation will change the bottom line, and seeking out die
bottom line is what makes
journalism what ii is.

CHELSEA SNYDER
STUDENT
Miss i-|H'lsealouO.'(Mliotmai!.coin

Nobody should
compare meat
to humans .
II rave been disturbed lately by
the o\ erwhelming amount of
articles, radio sound-bytes, and
other media which decry and
lambaste the so called 'un-professtonalism'ol pharmacists who
refuse to fill such prescriptions
as contraception and the
morning idler pill.
Fhe first point I would like to
make is thai often these articles
absurd and illogical analogies, lor example, comparing the
pharmacist who refuses to
dispense the morning after pill
for moral reasons to a cashier
ig to ring up meat If our
society has come to the point
where we compare human
i- with meat, then we have
tiulv readied the bottom Of

civilization.
Secondly, quotes such as
"when conscience gets in the
line of one's duty, things can get
out of hand" are simply preposterous and show great misunderstanding and confusion.
When prisoner abuse, torture
and embarrassment are committed by our troops in Abu
Ghraib prison under orders from
above, is it acceptable because
they were just fulfilling their
duty?
Duty and conscience must
be balanced proportionally, and
if one is to have the benefit of
the doubt, I would lean toward
conscience. In my experience,
things get out of hand precisely
the instant when conscience is
ignored.
Pharmacists who refuse to
dispense contraception or the
morning after pill refuse to do
so because they believe that
they would be assisting in the
killing of another human being,
regardless of whether society
agrees on what precisely constitutes a human person. These
people know that contraceptives
frequendy act as abortifacients
(they induce abortion when
conception occurs), and simply
refuse to take part in the
destntction of an innocent life.
if one holds such deeply
rooted beliefs, should we expect
any other action but their refusal
of dispensation?

MEGAN COLE
SOPHOMORE, TOURISM

"Looking over my
notes ana lots of long
nights."

CHRISTIE STERLING
JUNIOR, DEAF EDUCATION

"Apartment 107:
No studying."

AMANDA KINSLEY
FRESHMAN, EARLY

CASSIE
SHANER
U-WlRECohmwst
Vic Daily Atlhimiaim

I mitt Uniwsky
out they are expecting a baby at
Ihe end of the J ear While both
rani parents are excited
now. il i \ ivcicn't ai first.
"I gol scared as hell," she said.
k. and I thought about
that 1 percent of times when a
condom doesn't work."
The other day, I was talking to
the bain s father.
"I'm going to be a daddy!" he
said.

I le is entl mastic now. but
red to death when he first

found out
\ seares are primarily
an Issue for females, but responsible males, like that soon-lobe
father, and others feel die presI.IIH

and I were discussing Ihe aforementioned pregnancy, and he
seemed shaken, having gone
through a similar situation.
"Oh, man," he said. "I've had a
few scares myself. Itte not fun."
The soon-to-be mother I
know is lucky in one sense. She
graduates from Fairmont State
University this May, only three
months into her pregnancy.
" If I wasn't done with my
schooling, that would have
freaked me out. I would have
been like, What am I going to
do?'"
Unfortunately, most
expectant moms don't have such
great timing College papers like
the Athanaeum have published
several features on students who
suddenly find themselves
juggling school and a family
halfway to their degree.
College students fall into an

i potential pregnancies.
Recently, a male acquaintance
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"Starting at 1 a.m.,
going to bed at 2."

a^l ^\
CHELSEA LAMB
FRESHMAN, SOCIAL
WORK

"Staying up all night
listening to country
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AT ISSUE: When a student rates a professor well, does
that mean he taught well or was just a cool teacher?
AARON

BRIAN HESKAMP
briandh@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Pregnancy scares affect many
The wailing is the worst
part.
It seems thai pregnant}
' scares (often followed by
pregnancy tesi are bo wining
a part of die college experience.
In the past few months, neat K
half the females I know have had
some sort of brush with
potential motherhood.
About two months ago, one
of my close friends became
worried she might be pregnant,
despite the fact that she and hei
boyfriend had used a i nnriom.
Having to hold her hand as she
purchased a pregnancy lesi
was certainly a bonding expo i
ence, but not one I would like to
repeat anytime soon.
Ihe waiting was ihe worst parr.
1 can't imagine anything like the
relief she felt when the lesi came
out negative.
Another friend was not so
lucky. To everyone's surpris
and her male roommate found

How will you study for
exams next week?

DUNCAN
It is diat time of year when
large manila envelopes start
U-Whe Columnist
materializing in classrooms
Kansas Slate Collegian
and are quickly filled up with
Kansas Slate University
students' concerns, thoughts
and beliefs about their
describe the role of teachers. It
professors on campus.
translates into "in place of
As a graduate student at
K-Stale, I am torn. As a student. I parents," meaning that when
should be allowed to express my students go to school, teachers
in effect take on the role of parfeelings about my teacher.
ent. Just like many children at
But as a graduate teaching
assistant, 1 worry about whether times hale their parents and do
not understand tfieir motivastudents are qualified to assess
tions or actions, students often
me.
do not understand
And the more
their teachers.
I looked into Ihe
"We
border
What kind of
dynamic of student
between two w oi Id would we live
evaluations, the
in
if children were
more concerned I
extremes
allowed to evaluate
became about Ihe
— the old
their parents? If curreliance on them
rent trends
by administraway
where
continue, we may
tors. A wide variety
students had very well come to
research indicates
in an
that students
no input into exist
academic world
reward teachers
the system
where we treat eduwho give easy Als
and few
cation as a consumand
the
assignments.
er-driven industry.
new
where
However, this
Paullrout.an
English professor
students have is not to say that
should not
at Montana Stale
too much." students
University, wrote in
have some input
into their evaluaIhe Commonweal
tions of their teachon April 21, To
ers. Clearly, there are bad teachearn high scores, instructors
ers out there, and when students
must give students what they
criticize them, they do so not out
want. And what a lot of students
of malice bul with just cause.
want nowadays are stress-free
1
classes, 'understanding instrucSo an improved system of
tors, easy-to-get high grades and evaluations needs to be
developed. We border between
undemanding workloads — in
two extremes—the old way
essence, 'education lite.'"
where sntdents had no input
And instructors have every
reason to want good evaluations. into the system and the new
where students have too much.
Tenure, pay raises and future
employability all ride on
We have to avoid a system
students' opinions of them.
like the one characterized in the
Further, studies indicate that
February 2004 edition of the
how much students learn in
Chronicle of Higher Education
a course is not at all related to
by Stanley Fish, dean emeritus
of the College of Liberal Arts
how high they score on student
evaluations.
and Sciences at the University of
A study published in the
Illinois at Chicago.
July/August 2003 edition of
Fish warned against a system
the loumal of Education for
where "decisions affecting the
Business reported that students
career and livelihood of countin beginning accounting courses less junior scholars would be
who ranked their instructors
inflected by the ill-informed
as being low in quality actually
opinions of transient students
learned more than students
with little or no stake in the
nuclei different instructors who
enterprise who would be free
ranked their teachers higher.
(because they would be anonyThe study summarized that
mous) to indulge any sense of
the reason certain teachers got
grievance they happened to
better evaluations despite
harbor in ihe full knowledge that
teaching their students less
nothing they said would ever be
was due to the fact thai they on
questioned or challenged."
average gave higher grades and
Part of ihe burden falls on
demanded less.
us as students to honestly and
The Latin phrase "en locos
objectively evaluate the jobs
parentis" is often used to
done by professors.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer
than 300 words. These are usually
in response to a current issue on the
University's campus or Ihe Bowling
Green area.
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CNN proves to be biggest joke in cable news
It's become blood sport to
knock Pox News, political
shoutfestsandtbe
pancaked heads of local broadcasts. And, honestly, without
them, where would Ion Stewart
or any other comedian be?
Ueccnt drama concerning
the revolving anchor chairs at
ttie aging three networks rivals
the exploits of Wisteria Lane or
the NFL draft — without the
public's Interest Emphasis on
personality and style, flak jackets
and chicken-fried platitudes,
highlights an obvious paucity of
content
CNN, though, is the cosmic
joke so large no one takes notice.
Despite vast resources, global
domination and no reality shows
eating precious airtimc, me
network has imported the worst
aspects of existing blather.

This was never so obvious as

KAREN
HELLER
KRT Columnist
lliihhlclpliiii liujuiirr
with die death of lohn Paul II,
which received continuous coverage even though die visuals
were sorely lacking and developments, nonexistent. I lours, then
days later, he was still dead and
virtually all of CNN was there,
showing hours of the faithful
lined up in St. Peter's Square.
It was like Chevy Chase's old
comment about Generalisimo
Francisco franco being still dead.
It was a big story, but not the
only one. There was surely news
elsewhere — if memory serves,
there is a war — but CNN harnessed its global squadron to air
continuous live coverage of the
deadlM-vear-old

DOntlS importing heavyweights
Larry King and the nonpareil
Chrisliane Amanpour, whose
expertise lies elsewhere.
CNN has a way of taking all
the stories of the globe and
reducing Ihem tonne, ami
covering it repeatedly widi
minimal depth, the television
equivalent of news radio without

traffic on the 2s.

•

Once the election was over.
politics died If Iraq is die
story, then it's at the expense of

Lebanon. The network has room
for only one trouble spot at a
lime, as il ueweishouldn't digest
more. The producers are always
regarding the wrong end of the
funnel, the narrow one, and
believing this acceptable, We, the
viewets, should demand more.
Instead of calm, neutral
professionals, die network delft
crs Personalities, borrowing

Birth control is not foolproof
PREGNANCY, FROM PAGE 4
age group
1H to l\ — that has
|he highest rate of sexual activity in the country. Thai same
group also has the highest rate of
unwanted pregnancy. Why!
Many smdents rely only on
birth contml pills, a contraceptive with a 5 percent failure rate.
Some students fall victim to the
failure rate of condoms. Others

"CNN has a way of taking all the stories of
the globe and reducing them to one, and
covering it repeatedly with minimal depth,
the television equivalent of news radio
without traffic on the 2s."
from already established nuxlels,
a Kelly Ripa done earij in the
morning, a Bill O'Reilly later on.
all pf them Pasanied down for
mass consumption
liarly morning anchorCarol
GosteUo sighs over tragedies
as though they were puppies,
her face collapsed In a continuous hanky of concern. The
"American Morning" team is a
Christopher Guest parody,
specializing in flat banter, with
lack Cafferty as an aging
dollar-store curmudgeon.
At night. Aaron llrown "whips"
around the world in a minute —

whiplash is more like it — reducing information to bu/y. and veteran reporters to spokesmodels.
It's the MIV of news with duller
graphics, fewer hotties,
U, itching CNN is reminiscent
of an aging relationship that
Starts great but withers hourly.
The audience clings to memories of glory days — in this case
llernie Shaw. PeterAmett and
lohn llolliman in that Baghdad
hold room, or Amanpour in a
si niched field offering depth
and calm — hoping against all
logic for their return.
All that talent, that never-end-

MOOOOVEIN
WITH
NEWLOVE RENTALS!

just don'l bother carrying any
protection whatsoever. Some
females argue that bringing a
condom is the man's job, even
though females are the ones
who bear the burden of carrying
a child if the male forgets.
Right now I have another
friend anticipalingAunl flow 8
arrival, but starting to worry that
she might not come.
The waiting is die worst part.

ing airtime. and 2.r> years later,
the network hasn't a clue.
We expect the worid and,
instead, get a Bteacttcam at St.
Peters Square, bed until anothei bigsimvhappensand then
the platoon will move there, en
masse. II ( \Vsr\ii nines unc
u be, they would borrow, beg
or steal everything about Pits s
"NewshoiirWith lim Lehrer," still
l\"s gold standard, along with
the Intelligence and depth of
National Public Radio — bul its
as if they're scared ol smart people or in-depth reports. Heaven
turbid a book is mentioned.
With technology, with
progress, it's popular to say the
world is smaller hut. in so many
ways, it's bigger and messier.
too.There aa1 more people and.
hence, more stories. It's only the
cable network news pictures that
got small.

114 S. MAIN ST #7 ft 9: Resident pays dec $335/mo. fora 12
mo. lease, $435/'mo. lor a 9 mo. lease.
117 N. MAIN ST HMO: $365, mo for a 12 mo lease, $46S/mo.
fwa9mo lease 14,6, lORenied.
228 S. COLLEGE f A-J: One bedtm. (urn. ($15.00/mo) or unfwn.
apis. $395/mo for a 12 mo. lease, $495/mo for a 9 mo. lease.
Resident pays $20 OO'mo lor unllimited gas heal, water & sewn.
Resident pays Het. #E, F, G Rented.
222 S. COLLEGE #2: One bedrm. turn. (SlS.OO/mo) or unfum.
apt. $39Vmo. lor a 12 mo lease. $495/mo. (or a 9 mo lease.
Resident pays $20 00/mo foe unlimited gas heat, water & sewn.
Resident pays He<
234 S. COLLEGE #UP: $ 195/mo. for a 12 mo lease, $495/mo. lor
a 9 mo lease. Resident pays ulil.
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Graduate
You deserve an UPGRADE!

Ji.

iparimnts available!
Summer, semester, or year leases • Stove, fridge, rnioo*avi';i«eabie-i20miooth
X'idoorpooiuse
y furnished

University Bookstore
Bowan- Thompson Student Union Multl Purpose Room
Picture ID Required

April 27 to May 7
Wednesday & Thursday.
Friday,
Saturday & Sunday.
Monday Thursday,
Friday,

Saturday,
419-354-0070
419-352-1520

April 27 & 28
April 29
April 30 & May 1
May 2 5
May 6
May 7

(9:00 am
(9:00 am
(Noon to
(9.00 am
(9:00 am
(8:00 am
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to 5:30 pm)
5:30 pm)
to 7:30 pm)
to 7:00 pm)
to Noon)
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Female victims more likely to report assault
AWARENESS, FROM PAGE 1

acquaintance rape is the most
often reported offense.
"Whether it is on campus or off,
there is an element of violation
of trust." said Gary- Bishop chief
assistant of the criminal division
in the Wood County prosecutor's
office. "And that is because either
they have known each odier for
a period of time or even if they
just met that night, there is still

quickly developed an element of
trust."
For Bishop, a quick 20
minute conversation that covers
the basics - Where are you from?'
and 'What's your major?' builds
a false sense of familiarity with a
person. This fast friendship with
a male or female, typically offcampus, can lead someone to
let his or her guard down - this is
how many rapes occur.
Within the prosecutor's office,

Bishop is presently working on
at least eight cases that include
rape or some other form of
sexual assault, lie said that the
number of cases he receives
changes dally, as he had a new
case of sexual assault brought to
him on April 21.
From that number, two involve
sexual battery, four involve
rape and two currendy involve
burglary of a female on-campus
resident's room for the purpose

of touching that person or steal- factor and alcohol reduces the
ing clothing items, he said.
need for physical violence."
All of these cases include a
Typically, it is men that are the
female University student as the perpetrators of sexual assault,
victim of an on or off-campus and women who are the victims.
assault.
Issues of sexuality and
"There has certainly been a masculinity are acknowledged
noticeable increase in off-cam- for being major reasons why men
pus cases," Bishop said. "Off- report their own victimization
campus sexual assault cases lend less than women.
to be more violent. I think it is
Victim Advocate at the
in part because often times, in University, Rebecca Nichols
on-campus, alcohol is a big Theis, has seen only three males
in the two years she has been
servicing students.
"There are few women who
report it, but even less men. They
think that in our society you have
to portray men to be macho
and masculine and that they are
able to defend themselves when
something like this happens,"
she said.
But, the same feelings of guilt,
self-blame, denial and shame
are similar for the two genders.
Though for men, they begin to
question their own sexuality.
They ask tiiemsclves, 'Did this
happen because they think I am
gay, am 1 gay' or for gay male
victims, 'did this happen because
of my sexuality?'
Sexual assault is a crime of
power, not sex Most of the time,
die perpetrator of the crime is a
heterosexual, Theis said.
As the victim advocate, Theis
makes sure that no matter what
die gender of the victim, that they
know that they have options.
"Getting
them
information if they want, getting them
an understanding before they
make that decision Ireporting,
going to the courtsl. As well as
gaining protection orders, if
it comes to that," Theis said.
"Basically, wherever they have
questions, 1 support them with
any decisions that they make."
Within the agencies of SAAFE,
CASO. the Women's Center, the
victim advocate or The Link, victims of sexual assault both male
and female will have the support
they need, when needed.

NOW LEASING FOR DECEMBER

Editor's Note: For more information, call Vie Link at 419-3521545, SAAFE at 419-352-5287 or,
for an advocate, 352-3505.
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Jury sees
graphic
picture of
nude child
By Ben Fox
IHE ASSOCIMED PRESS

SANTA ANA. Calif. — lurors
were shown crime scene
photos of the nude body of
5-year-old
Samantha
Runnion yesterday during
closing arguments in the trial
of a factory worker accused
of kidnapping, assaulting and
murdering the little giri three
years ago.
"This is the hard part of the
trial right now, folks," Deputy
District Attorney David Brent
said, holding up photos for
only the jury to see. "What
kind of an animal poses a
little girl like this?"
Samantha's
mother,
Erin Runnion, was seated in the front row of the
courtroom and dabbed at her
eyes with a tissue during the
presentation.
Brent urged jurors to
consider all the evidence
presented in the five-week
trial of Alejandro Avila. including cell phone records that
placed him in the vicinity of
the crime, and DNA from the
slain child found inside his
car.
In his closing statement.
Avila's attorney Philip Zalewski
argued the prosecution had
failed to prove its case beyond
a reasonable doubt. "They
want you to ignore details
that are inconsistent with
their case and you can't do
that," he said.
The prosecution was to
deliver a closing rebuttal
today; jurors were then scheduled to start deliberations.
A man who said he was
looking for a lost puppy
snatched Samantha outside
her home July 15, 2002. Her
nude body — left as if it had
been posed — was found the
next day in mountains 50
miles away.
The crime occurred amid
a series of attacks on children around the nation dial
summer. It prompted widespread outrage and a massive
manhunt for the killer.
Avila, 30, is charged with
kidnapping, sexual assault
and murder. If convicted,
jurors will decide whether
he should get the death
penalty or life in prison
without parole.
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It is easy
to place a
classified ad in
The BG News!

It pays to go off campus.
Get top dollar for your books at SBX!

BG
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Simply complete
our form at:
*mmmmmm
bgnews.com/dassifieds

LOWER PRICES ON GRADUATION GIFTS

. PetHe Diptoma Frames starting atJust $71.95
y&P* I
RaUea Blankets $26.95

^ansport Hoods with

BGSU

applique

in oxford, brown, and orange
$5.00 off with this a&, offer expires 5.10.05

80t Yom- Stwff

Apt. 8n*r«h
ChfSmroh
8»ntor Far*wUtt
Cttmpu-t Evnvtf

STUDENT BOOK EXCHANGE
530 EAST WOOSTER ST
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
ph: 419-353-7732

www.sbxgofalcons.com

Spring Brmk Tr»v*t
8tryicn Off*rnt
Lett & Fumut
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GIRL OK AFTER LONG TRUCK RIDE

SWE

CINCINNATI (AP) - A man hind to repossess a pickup
truck drove off with a sleeping toddler in the back
seat. The 2-year-old girl was found about 40 minutes
later, still asleep. The man had trailed (ire-gory Brown,
the girl's father, and Tina Brick, her mother, early
Wednesday morning. See bgnews.com for details.

Wendy's hopes profit fall is over
Finger incident effect
was limited mostly to
parts of California.

yesterday afternoon on the New
VbrkStockBxchange. rheshares
have traded between $31.74and
S45ovei the pasi year.
I lie company said the claim
over the linger led to a decline in
sales al Stores opened at least a
year—considered the best indicator of a retailer's strength — of
2 percent to 2.5 percent since
late March, when the claim was
made. The western part nl the

By Matt Leingang
IMF »SSnCI«HD PRIS-,
COLUMBUS, Ohio — As
Wendy's International Inc.
reported ■< decline in iis first
quarter profits, in pan became
of a now-discredited claim that
a customer found a linger in a
bowl of chili, company officials
said on yesterday that they think
the worst is over.
"We'ie stai tiiij; to climb back."
chairman and chief executive
lack Schuessler told analysts on
a conference call
Schuessler said fallout largely
affected the store in San lose,
Calif., where the claim was
reported, and other restaurants in that part of California,
Authorities now say the claim
was a hoax and have charged
the woman who made it.
Wendy's said first-quarter
earnings fell 2JB percent for the
quarter that ended April :t to
$51.3 million, or 45 cents per
share, from $32.8 million, or
45 cents per share, a year ago.
The company also blamed bad
weather in parts of the country
and higher beef prices.
Analysts
surveyed
by

country was affected the most

Ben Maigot AP Photo
RELIEVED. Joseph Desmond,
owner ol the Wendy's franchise
where the tip ot a finger was
reported discovered last month,
smiles during a media conference.
The claim has been discredited,
but has affected first-quarter
profits.
rhomson
first Call were
looking for a profit of It) cents
per share,
Revenue
Increased
7.1
percent to SHil-l million from
$835 million a year ago.
Wendy's shares were up
(I? cents to si2.il in trading

A new marketing plan to
improve sales on thcWesi i bast
is already paying off, Schuessler
said, lor example, the San
lose store gave away junior
I'rosties last weekend, helping
increase sales 15 percenl at thai
ocalion.
San lose pi ilice say the woman
who made the March 22 claim
c encoded the story as a way to
pressure a settlement from the
fas) food chain. Anna Ayala, 39,
was arrested last week at her las
Vegas home and remains in a
Nevada jail cell while she awaits
extradition to California.
in the conference call,
Schuessler declined to answii
questions about a New Yorkbased investment fund thai

disclosed this week that it had
acquired stock options and
shares dial could give it a '13
percent stake in Wendy's.
I'ersbing Square Capital
Management l.i' said it may
propose to Wendy's management that it spin oft one or more
divisions of the company sell
assets or Initiate a restructuring
that could include convening
the compan) to a real estate
Investment trust,
lor the second quarter ol
2005, the company anticipates
beef prices of about SI.52 per
pound, versus SI.2.1 last year,
higher than initially expected
in addition) the company laces
difficult sales comparisons in
April and May expenses associated with the rollout of Wendy's
double-sided grill and costs for
the new Inn llortons disbibu
lion center in Canada during
the second quarter of 2005,
In the second half of the year,
the company said it expects
strengthening sales at Wendy's
anil lower beef costs. The
compan)
said
same-store
sales at its Tim llortons
colleeaiul (loughnul
chain

continue to be strong.

Alleged sniper instructed
by schizophrenic voices
By Carrie Spencer
I HI ASS0C1AlID PRESS
COLUMBUS, Ohio —The man
on trial in a series Oi hie.liu.n
shootings heard moddng voices from the television loi years,
leading him to drop wood and
bags of concrete on overpasses and then to buy a gun. bis
attorney told jurors yesterday
Charles McCoj Ir. "believed
people could read his mind" and
would use those thoughts to make
tun of him. Mark Collins sail I as he
o|>encd the defense case
McCoy 29, is charged with 24
counts In 12 shoutings on and
near t oliinibiis area highways,
involving vehicles, houses and a
school, ova five months in 200:1
and 2004.(hie woman was killed.
The defense concedes that
Met m was the shooter bin
wants in convince juriiis that he
bad severe, untreated paranoid
schizophrenia thai kepi him from
knowing right from wrong.
Met Soy would be hospitalized ii jurors accept his plea "I
Innocence in reason oi insanity
though defense attorneys are not
allowed to tell the |urj that lie
could face the death penaltj if

convicted of aggravated murder
in the November 2003 death 01
Gail knisin. who was shot while
riding in a cat on Interstate .MI.
which circles Columbus She
was the onl\ person Struck in
the siring ot shootings. Collins
said he will show Ihal Met ci\

became progressively bizarre ami
sometimes threatening to his
relatives. On a 0-100 stale on the
severity of his paranoid schizo
phrenia, medical experts will
lesiik ihal MrCcn ranks between
B5and95,theattome) said,
Mis mother, Ardith \li< oy,
testified thai he was a star high
school football player, with mam
friends. "The phone rang nil the
hook," she said.
He weni 10 Columbus State
University hut dropped out and
started spending more time
in the basement, she said 1 le
was diagnosed with paranoid
schizophrenia.
She wepi when desi lihinghow
the first medication he took left
him achingaD over and unable to
turn his head.
Wciiiiin 1 hcai him laugh fbi .1
couple ol vi MIS. she said,

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS
We're filling up fast!
-»- 6 leases for August
-»- Only two bedroom
apartments left

STUDENT
SPECIALS
"All Day, Everyday"
353-7272

2 Blocks from Campus!

-tSO Lehman

354-3533
agegrecn-bg.com

•
•
•
•
•

i, Laundry Vretu
()ii--.n. Managements! Mainlenaro
Pool & Picnic area* with Cull.
Hich-ipeed Internal Accem
24-hour LOCK-OUI Service

1 Medium, 1 Item

(papa)

HOURS!

2 Medium, 1 Item

Mon, Tue & Wed: 11am-1:30am
Thur, Fri & Sat: 11am- 3:00am
Sun: 11am-1:30am

$10?o

cash, checks

FINAL SPRING 2005 HOURS
-.....■>;,i

KREISCHER

•Zza's Pizza Bar
Open 11 a.m.to 7 p.m. Sunday, May 1
Open 11 a.m.to 7:30 p.m. May 2 - May 5
Open 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, May 6
Closed Saturday May 7

•Main Dining AYCE
Closes 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, May 3

•Fruit and Yogurt
Open 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday, May 1
Open 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m May 2 - May 5
Open8a.m.to3p.m. Friday, May6
Open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, May 7

•Zza's Pasta Bar
Closed Sunday, May 1
Open 11 a.m.to7p.m. May2-May5
Open 11 a.m.to3p.m. Friday, May6
Closed Saturday, May 7

• Chily s Express
Open 7:30 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. May 1 - May 4
Open 7:30 a.m. to midnight Thursday, May 5
Open 7:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Friday, May 6
Closes 7 p.m. Friday, May 6

•Wooster Street Deli
Open 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday, May 1
Open 10:30 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. May 2 - May 5
Open 10:30a.m.to3 p.m. Friday, May6
Open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, May 7

■Zza's Express
Closed Sunday, May 1
Open 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. May 2 May 6
Closes 1:30 p.m. Friday, May 6

•Commons Neighborhood Deli
Closes 5 p.m. Friday, May 6

■Steak Escape
Open 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday, May 1
Open 11:00a.m.to7:30p.m. May2-May5
Open 11:00 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, May 6
Open 11 a.m.to2p.m. SaturdayMay 7

• Shadows Snack Bar
0pen7p.m.to1a.m. Sunday, May I
Open 8 p.m. to I a.m. May 2 - May 4
Closes midnight Wednesday, May 4

CSmM COMMONS
Hour.
Mon.-Sat 11 am - Hi|im

419-661-2655

I-.-

\\.,ll.n.lii. ■ III
I 7S N. at (ii,-u„ii K,l

tUMMER

MCDONALD
• McDonald Dining
Closes 2 p.m. Friday, May 6

|^ Rentals Available

• GT Neighborhood Deli
Closes 11 p.m.Thursday,May 5
• Campus Comers Restaurant
Closes 8 p.m.Thursday, April 28

Leases May 14,2005 to August 6,2005 at Noon

GREAT LOCATIONS
EFFICIENCIES: at 451 Thurstin, across from Offenhauer.
$750 for the summer, deposit $225.One person only.
ONE BEDROOMS: Several locations. $ 750 for the
summer, deposit $225. One person only.
TWO BEDROOMS: Several locations. $900 for the
summer, deposit $225.Two person limit.

,*CT
-CT Express Conv. Store
tllfWi» Open 2 p.m. to 1 a.m. Sunday, May 1
Open I0a.rn.to1a.rn. May 2 May 4
Open 10a.m.tomidnight Thursday,May 5
Open 10 a.m.to 7 p.m. Friday, May 6
Closes 7 p.m. Friday, May 6
Mas FOUNDERS
'"''" • Founders food Court
Closes 2 p.m. Friday, May 6
^fifa'sSJ
■Under Grounds
Grounds
Cioses 10:30a.m. Friday.MayB

KM

..

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260

CONCESSIONS

.jMS?
•Destinations Snack Bar
SlVjy^f ^'oses 1' Pm- Thursday,April28
^e5^
1

STUDENT UNION
•Beverage/Continental
Open 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. Sunday, May 1
Open 7 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. May 2 - May 5
Open7a.m.to5p.m. Friday, May6
Open 11 a.m.to3p.m. Saturday,May7

•Sundial Food Court
Closes 2 p.m. Friday, May 6

'Destinations Convenience Store
Closes 11 pan. Thursday, May 5

•Soup du Jour
Open 11 a.m.to7p.m. Sunday.May 1
Open 10:30a.m.to 7:30 p.m. May 2 - May 5
Open 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, May 6
Open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, May 7
•Freshens
Open 11 a.m.to7p.m. Sunday.May 1
Open 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. May 2 May 5
Open 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, May 6
Open 10a.m.to2p.m. Saturday,May 7
•Salad Bar
Open 11 a.m.to 7p.m. Sunday.May 1
Open 10:30 a.m.to 7:30 p.m. May 2 - May 5
Open 10:30a.m.to3p.m. Friday, May6
Open 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, May 7
•BIG Grill
Closed Sunday, May 1
Open 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. May 2 - May S
Open 7a.m.to3p.m. Friday, May 6
Closed Saturday, May 7

STUDENT UNION

•Zza's @ Night
Open 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. May I - May 5
Closed Friday, May 6 to Saturday, May 7
■Greenery
Closed Sunday, May 1
Open 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. May 2 - May 6
Closes 2 p.m. Friday, May 6
■Black Swamp Pub
Closed Sunday, May 1
Open5p.m.to 11 p.m. May2-May4
Closes 11 p.m. Wednesday, May 4
•Hot Tamales!
Closed Sunday.May 1
Open 11 a.m. to 7:30 p.m. May 2 May 5
Open 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. Friday, May6
Closed SaturdayMay 7
■Starbucks
Open 10a.m.to7p.m.Sunday, Mayl
Open 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. May 2 May 6
Open 8 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday, May 7

BE
Grill

~
NEST

319 E. W00STER ST. (across from Taco Bell)
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5:30. Saturday 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Flex Funds will be relaxed after 2p.m.on Friday, May 6.2005 through the end of the business day on Sunday, August 7,2005.
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BUSH TO ASK TO ADJUST SOC. SEC. BENEFITS
WAS! ilNGTON (AP) - President Bush intends to prod
Congress to consider raising Social Security benefits
for low-income retirees while curtailing them for
others as part of a plan to shore up the program's
finances, Republican officials said Thursday in
advance of Bush's prime time news conference.

NATION

Stocks decrease because of current economy
makers would take a more
aggressive posture on rates when
they meet next week.
"I think the GDP numbers
have kept inflation on the front
burner and that's obviously
weighing on the day's action,"
said Bryan Piskorowski. market
analyst at Wachovia Securities.
"But bonds are not reacting super
badly to these numbers. We're at
a pivotal point right now. What
the bond market is trying to do
is determine at what point do
we sec light at end of the tunnel
with regard to the Fed? So we're
taking some solace in that."
In midaftcrnoon trading, the
Dow (ones industrial average
fell 67.62. or 0.66 percent, to
10,131.18.
The broader gauges also fell.
The S&P 500 index was down

By Meg Richards
rwnssocwiDPttss

NEW YORK — Stocks slumped
Thursday as the latest reading of gross domestic product
growth came in below expectations, raising yet more questions about ihe strength of the
economy despite robust earnings results and higher forecasts
from Procter & (iambic Co. and
Northrop Grumman Corp.
With more than 50 companies in the Standard & Poor's
500 reporting results, it was
one of the busiest days of the
earnings season. But investors
were distracted from mostly
positive corporate news by
the disappointing GDP report,
which aggravated inflation
worries and renewed concern
that Federal Reserve policy

Graceland

6.67, or 0.58 percent, at 1,149.71.
The Nasdaq composite index
declined 12.69, or 0.66 percent,
to 1,917.74.
Treasury prices were higher,
with the yield on the 10-year note
slipping to 4.19 percent, from
4.23 percent late Wednesday.
The U.S. dollar was mixed
against other major currencies;
gold prices fell. Crude oil slid 33
cents to $51.28 on the New York
Mercantile Exchange.
Higher energy prices and
weaker consumer and business
spending was a drag on the
economy during the first quarter; the Commerce Department
said GDP grew at an annual rate
of just 3.1 percent in the first
three months of the 2005, the
slowest pace of expansion in two
years. The broadest barometer of
the economy's health, GDP measures r I ii■ value of all goods and
services produced within the
United States. Economists had

On the American Stock
largest publicly traded oil comforecast growth of 3.5 percent.
An inflation gauge tied to pany reported a 44 percent surge Exchange, Intermix Media Inc.
the GDP report and closely in earnings over the same period plunged 22 percent, or $1.04, to
monitored by the Fed showed last year, due to strong crude $3.76, after New York Attorney
a 2.2 percent rise in prices, and natural gas prices. Excluding General Eliot Spitzer filed suit
excluding food and energy. That items, the company earned $ 1.15 against the Internet marketer,
was up considerably from the per share in the latest quarter, blaming it for secretly installing
1.7 percent rate recorded in the which missed the consensus software that delivers nuisance
fourth quarter, and marked the estimate of analysts surveyed by pop-ups that can slow down or
crash personal computers.
highest reading since the final Thomson Financial by 5 cents.
The Russell 2000 index, which
Procter & Gamble gained $ 1.32
quarter of 2001.
In addition to the day's to $54.85 after the nation's larg- tracks smaller company stocks,
economic data, investors est household products maker was down 7.80, or 1.33 percent,
had a lot of corporate news to reported strong earnings driven at 579.34.
Decliners
outnumbered
sift through, as well, with 52 by volume increases across all
companies in the S&P 500 business units, and raised its advancers by about 2 to 1 on the New York Stock Exchange.
reporting earnings before, dur- forecast for the rest of 2005.
Northrop Grumman, the Volume came to 1.05 billion
ing and after the session. Of the
308 S&P companies that had world's largest shipbuilder, also shares, compared with 1.10
released results by Wednesday topped expectations with robust billion shares traded at the same
evening, 66 percent beat the first quarter earnings thanks to point Wednesday.
Overseas, Japan's Nikkei stock
consensus estimate of analysts solid sales growth, higher opersurveyed by Thomson Financial, ating profit across all segments average rose 0.03 percent. In
16 percent matched expecta- and lower corporate and interest Europe, France's CAC-40 slid 0.41
expenses. Northrop Grumman, percent, Britain'sFTSE lOOadded
tions and 19 percent missed.
Exxon Mobil Corp. skidded which also raised its forecast for 0.02 percent and Germany's DAX
$1.81 to $56.57 after the world's the year, rose 98 cents to $54.48. index was down 0.26 percent.

for farad Students

Tyco chief cross-examined

208/212 S. Church

By Samuel Maull
THf ASSOCIATED PRESS

2 Bdrm Upstairs Duplex
2 Bdrm over 3 Car Garage
1 Car Garage/ 1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Close to Downtown

NEW YORK—Prosecutors began
their cross-examination of former Tyco International ltd. chief
L Dennis Kozlowski on yesterday, seeking to show he was not
allowed to dip into company coffers on his own personal whims.
"Tyco was not your company,
was it?" Manhattan prosecutor
Ann Donnelly asked the fonner
CEO.
"Tyco belongs to the shareholders," Kozlowski answered.
"And Tyco's money was not

Management Inc.
Check out our website at WWW.MECCABG.COM
or call 419-353-5800
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2005
Congratulations
to those selected to attend
LeaderShape Particiapants 20051

Jyotishree Amatya
Elizabeth Bajor
Erica Bell
Alyx Beresford
Brandon Blackman
Sarah Bowling
Kristen Braemer
Anna Breithaupt
Nicole Calvert
Billy DeClerq
Kyle Ellwood
Deborah Fry
Rachel Granger
Stephanie Guigou
Sarah Hamen
Thomas Hayn
Jennifer Herold
Jana Homan
Rob Jarowski
Brad Kogut
Joe Koval
Sara Lavery

Candace Link
Benjamin Mossing
James Myers, Jr.
Erica Ott
Jen Patterson
Mackenzie Peck
Jennifer Pitts
Mark Pontious
Tabitha Prince
Jack Reyes
Kaitlyn Richter
Kari Rood
Travis Rose
Theodora Rousos
Abby Snyder
Megan Spangenthal
Dan Sty pa
Meghan Thatcher
Andrew Van Atta
Colleen Verbus
Anthony Wagener

your money to spend on yourself
as you pleased, was it?" Donnelly
asked.
"That's correct," Kozlowski
replied.
Kozlowski, 58, and former
Chief Financial Officer Mark H.
swan/, are accused of looting
the conglomerate of $600 million.
They are being retried on grandlarceny charges after their first
trial ended in a mistrial last year.
Kozlowski first took the
wimess stand Wednesday In his
own defense, testifying that his
intent was always to boost the
company's fortunes, never to
commit a crime.

He also said he was "not
thinking" when he left a $25
million bonus off his 1999 tax
return, and said he never abused
company loan programs.
In the opening questions of
cross-examination yesterday,
he gave calm, straightforward
answers to the prosecutor's
questions.
Donnelly asked him about
documents like proxy statements
and annual reports that CEOs
must sign. Among the charges
against Kozlowski and Swart/,
is that they falsified business
records.
Kozlowski said thousands of

man-hours by experts, lawyers
and accountants went into preparing those statements and said
he relied on them, but conceded
that he signed the documents
and was ultimately responsible.
Asked whether he was once the
highest-paid CEO in the country,
Kozlowski said: "I believe 1 read
that someplace."
He and Swartz are accused of
stealing $170 million from Tyco
by hiding unauthorized pay
and bonuses and by abusing
company loan programs and
making $430 million by inflating
of Tyco stock by lying about the
company's finances.

PLATO'S CLOSET
&

SPRING

MEADOWS

NOW BUYING & SELLING
Spring and Summer dothing,
purses, belts, shoes & accessories.

PLATO'S
' IOSET

RQSSFQRP

SPBINGMEAPQWS

9822 OM US 20
Rouford. OH 43460
419.873.8600

1510 Spring Mudowl Dr.
HolUnd,0H43S2B
419.861.8336

Extra Savings in April!
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE!

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
Apts. #6, #10, #26
3 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, washer/dryer
$900 per month plus utilities (limit 5)

308-330 CAMPBELL HILL ROAD
Apts. #19, #67, #68
2 bedroom, 172 bath townhouses with AC,
furniture, full basement, microwaves, washer
and dryers
$700 per month plus utilities (limit 4)
Hours:
Mon-Frl: 9am-5pm
Sat: 9am-1pm

7 LeaderShape1

445 E.Wooster
8owling Green, OH 43402

GREENBRIAR, INC.

419.352,0717
www.greenbrlarrentals.com

THE SIMPSONS:
Creator of "The
Simpsons' discusses
favorite moments;
PAGE 10
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get a

life

calendar of events
FRIDAY
10 p.m.
Oval Opus
Howard's Club H

10 p.m.
The Josh Crajck Band
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
Insanity Sauce
Brewster's

SATURDAY
10 p.m.
Bancroft
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
The Huge World Project
Nate & Wally's
10 p.m.
D) Diamond D. Lee
Brewster's

SUNDAY
10p.ro,
Clive Staples
Burn the 8-lrack
Chasing Victory
Drama Summer
Howard's Club H

MONDAY
10 p.m.
ill A-ron

Nate & Wally's

TUESDAY
10 p.m.
WBGU End of the Semester
Party
Howard's Club H
Karaoke Night
Nate & Wally's

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
Istero
Tricked by Nixon
Howard's Club H

THURSDAY
10 p.m.
DJ Diamond D. Lee
Nate & Wally's

Hours dorft hinder Starbucks
By Chelsea Howard
PIRSE BtPORItR

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
IMf BGNOlS

Pulse staff bids adieu
to the semester
Thank you to the clubs in
downtown Bowling Green for
providing the city with awesome
entertainment.
Thank you to the people who
have supporter the entertaiment
section of the BG News. Also we'd
like to thank the faithful readers
of the Pulse.
We want to bid farewell to
the graduating seniors from
the BG News. Thank you to
editor-in-chief Carrie Whitaker,
managing
editor
Angela
Goiter, executive editor Kara
Hull, sports editor Elliott
Schreiner, sports reporter Adam
Hritzak, not news editor Matt
SU-.MII,in. campus news editor Tiffani McKenzie, senior
reporter lanell Kingsborough,
reporter Allison Halco and
anyone else we inexcusably
forgot.
Good luck to all of you, guys!

In 1971, a local coffee shop
opened in Seattle, Wash., priding
itself on its locally roasted coffee
and fun atmosphere.
More than 30 years later,
Starbucks has become the king
of coffee, boasting 8.000 cafes in
over thirty countries.
The Starbucks invasion hit
me BGSU campus on April 18
when die Carnation Cafe, which
had housed a closing sign for six
months, morphed into the suave
Starbucks and greeted the Union
with long lines and quenched
tiiirsts.
Gail finan, the director of
University Dining services,
said Bowling Green obtained a
Starbucks license because of a
survey that expressed an overwhelming demand for the
popular coffee company.
"We decided to bring Starbucks
because we did a survey several
years ago and die two popular
venues that were stated at dial
timewerc Starbucks and Subway."
111 i.ii i said.

BG students showed their
dedication and coffee addictions
by pouring out in huge numbers during die opening week,
surpassing Carnation Cafe sales
three fold, accordingto University

Dining Services.
Since tile pilot program has
been so successful, University
Dining Services is working to
expand die hours of Starbucks,
allowing die cafe to have night
operations.
Finan said it wasn't practical to
have night hours with only three
weeks of school left.
But die limited hours have not
stopped Starbucks addicts from
flocking to the cafe to enjoy their
favorite drink.
IJsaHanseaa senior IPC major,
couldn't agree more. Hansen,
who has been a Starbucks patron
twice a day since the opening,
said Starbucks is superior to the
old cafe.
"1 thought the Carnation Cafe
was fine, it's just that I think
that everyone's so infatuated
with Starbucks because it's so
commercial and they offer more,"
1 lanscn said.
And juniors Stacy Moots and
Stephanie Pennington felt die
wait first hand, when they stood
in line for 20 minutes to get Tazo
Chai lanes.
Moots, a Dayton-native tried
her first Starbucks drink last week
when her friend, Pennington,
who is used to Starbucks' on
every comer, introduced her to
the cafe.

"Samantha has me hooked,"
Moots said. "I bad never had it
and I just tried it this week and
I'm addicted."
ladings arc mixed about the
new Starbucks, as it replaced the
(,iiii,i!iini Cafe, which used to
provide coffee from the popular local vendor. Grounds lor
Thought.
However, Kelly Wicks, the
owner of Grounds for Thought
stated that the implementation of die new Starbucks will
actually improve business
for dieir wholesale roasting
company and dieir retail store.
"Every time a major player
comes to town, whether it is
Panera or Starbucks, we manage
to survive and dirive because
I think more people drink
specialty coffee," Wicks said.
Wicks also pointed out dial
University Dining Services has
i
Pholo Illustration by Brian McRoberts BGNews
been working hard to maintain STARBUCKS' COFFEE: Grande Mocha Lattes have been appearing on
a good relationship with the campus since the opening of Starbucks on April 18.
local vendor, as the arrival of
Starbucks was not an "either/or"
from a local vendor," Wicks said.
a few students away based on
University Dining Services is the fact that they do not possess
situation.
Grounds for Thought is still also trying to improve relations the equipment needed to take
served at major sporting events fix students to make Starbucks Starbucks gift cards.
and many University dining more accessible.
However, C&il Finan assures
centers.
According to Todd Shayier, that University Dining Services
"Even though Starbucks is here, a food service coordinator and will attempt to obtain the
we continue to work closely with die Starbucks store team leaddining services to provide coffee er, Starbucks has had to turn
COFFEE, PAGE 11
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Amusing resume
guide for ones future
By Nichole Rominski
PULSt

SiPODKR

I acuset 8ke"l thought I had it"
or "die clog ale my homework"
will iiol work in the real wcirkl.

Or will they?
I he I in); \ii' \1\ Resume"
is a book published last year by
fatlier and son duo Auk and
LaiTJ Arnsicin. In 186 pages
and ">- chapters, die duo cot
ers everything from finding
and cornering your academic
ath isor to a lengthy description
ol a career In the AincriCorps.

The book is split into five small
sections Including, "Plundering
the Resources at Your College."
"Choosing a Career bv Process
of Elimination" and "Gioosing
a Real lob on the Basis of What
You Can Actually Get."
It also comes with a midterm exam halfway through the
book and a final exam al the
end. These exams consist of si\
multiple choice questions
including. "What better way
could you have spent the S11 .95
you spent on this hook?" and
"Why is the field of medicine
not covered in this book?"
The latter question has
answers to choose from such
as, "The doctor is unavailable to
answer this question. You will
have to ask one of the oilier
doctors" followed by "Who are

also not available to answer this
question."
Il also contains an (groan)
essay question section.
"The Dog Ate My Resume"
starts off on a positive nole,
the introduction. While most
people skip the introduction to
books they read because they
.in1 inn long, this Introduction
is less than a page. The authors
point out that the great part
about this Introduction is thai
you get credit lor reading it.
It starts "If will) die sentence "Of all the many bad
things about introductions, the
worst is that the pages don't
ever count!" Zack and Larry
continue to explain that you
could read a 20-to-30-pagc

introduction but it might not
count because it's labeled "iv"
or "vii."
In Ibis hook, the reader gels
credit not only for reading the
Intro, but the table of contents.
the title page and the Copyright
page.
The first section is about what
you can do in college to prepare
yourself for the real wrorld. It
offers extremely helpful advice,
like what amazing career you
can look forward to with your
current major.
lor example, if you are an
English literature major, you
could become a house sitter. Or
if you are a psychology major,
you could become a fortune
teller.
It also states that this is jusi
a rough guideline and that if
TOO major in psychology, there's
no reason you cannot aspire
to be a house sitter or waitress.
[hesc carecis are more closely
associated with other majors.
Section three of the book Is
about choosing your career.
Il details various careers and
lets you know what you can
look forward to in that particular career choice. In each
career section, there are pros
and cons about each job choice
\ con about being in law
enl'orceinenl is thai you have to
tead people iluir constitutional
amendments, but a pro is
thai you don't really have to
anymore.
I would spend a lot more time
and space telling you about tills
book and how great it is but
it seems I am running out of
both. If you take anything from
this article it should hi' that
this Imok is worth the SI 1.95.
Although it doesn't offer much
"real" advice for what to do
after college, if does provide 30
minutes or so of procrastination
before seniors really do have to
enter the real world.
And as any undergraduate
will tell you. procrastination is
not something you do: it's a way
of life.

xof-Hou/i
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"The Simpsons' may continue success on TV
By Rick Porter
K R T CAMPUS

It is a cliche for reporters to ask
the creator of a long-running
television show about his favorite episodes. And the cliched
response is for the creator to say
that he loves them all and cannot
possibly single out one or two.
Yet upon meeting "The
Simpsons" creator Matt Greening
on Monday at a party celebrating
the show's 350th episode, which
airs May I, the temptation to ask
die favorites question was too
hard to resist.
I lappihy, he didn't give die usual
nun answer, ratlling off a list of
his top secondary characters
— Apu, the squeaky-voiced teen,
Ralph Wiggum and Milhouse's
dad, Kirk — and episodes he
loves.
"I don't have a single favorite. There's a bunch I really like,"

Greening said. "I love 'Bart Sells
I lis Soul,' die old episode (from
October 1995). where he sold his
soul to Milhouse for five bucks. I
love the one where we had Frank
Grimes ('Homer's Enemy,' from
May 1997). And 1 like an episode
we have coming up where Bart
converts to Catholicism."
That episode, originally
scheduled for earlier this month,
was pulled following the death
of Pope lohn Paul 11 and is now
set to air May 15. Greening said
the decision was one the network
made.
It is remarkable enough that
"The Simpsons" has even made
it to 350 episodes, more than any
other scripted show currently on
TV 'Ihat it can still create a buzz
after that long despite the nowfamiliar chorus that the show is
not what it once was, is pretty
much unheard of in this era

"No matin how hard people
try to run it into the ground by
putting it on too many rimes a
day, putting it on multiple DVDs
and oversaturating the marketplace and all the rest, we still keep
going" Greening said.
Greening said the show has
lasted so long because "with
animation, there are so many
possibilities to surprise the audience. That's really what we try
to do. We try to keep surprising
die audience and keep surprising
ourselves."
He said he would do them if
he could.
"That's a long time. But if we,
you know — unless we all get
AP tasMi
killed," he said with a shrug. "I
think five of the main people •THE SIMPSONS': Matt Groening
could get killed and the show reveals his favorite episodes
could still go on. But any more and his dream to keep the show
than five — that's why we all ride running longer.
in separate airplanes."

Local man likes film business

overworked accounting staff on
"The Equalizer" needed help and
Ross Michaels began his career suggested Michaels for the job.
I lis accounting career "began
at 18 as an actor/performer in
New York City but now is a film to blossom" as he learned how
to
use petty rash, accounts payand television accountant living
able, purchase orders, financial
in Hollywood I Mils
Originally bom in Toledo. coding, episodic budgets and
Ohio, his 18 years of experience payroll, Michaels said.
After a year on "The Equalizer,"
include work on films such as.
Universal Television offered
Tnday Night Ugh is,"'1 Paycheck.
Michaels another job as the
■Titanic " '(.rc.it I xpec t itions
and 22 television series includ- production accountant on "The
ing, "The Equalizer," "Northern Siren."
"I learned that variety is a
Exposure" and Taw & Order."
Michaels performed on strong survival tool," Michaels
Broadway,
off-Broadway. said. "Work in entertainment
Children's Theatre, Summer accounting provides prolonged
Stock, regional theaters and employment, as some of my past
international
productions career choices hadn't."
Most of die work is acquired
where he also worked as a stage
by word of mouth through
manager.
later. Michaels was stage- friends, former co-workers, local
managing off-Broadway, when film commissions and studio
the leading actress required a few production departments.
"My training in theater gave
weeks off.
Instead of collecting unem- me several ways to find more
ployment, a friend discovered the work." Michaels said. "It was easy
to network and learn what series
or films were coming into town,
then gel my resume* to die right
office before filming began."
PIT STOP TIRE SERVICE. GUMRANTEEO.
Entertainment accounting is
one ol the first departments to be
hired on a project.
"()mv you find the right team,
you will try to hold onto them as
long as you can." Michaels said. "I
know accountants who have had
the same assistant working with
them for several years."
As a production accountant,
Michaels has acted as a financial
liaison between the producer,
By Mrehael Siebenaler

PULSE

REP0R1ER

the production manager and die
studio.
"You must have open lines of
communication with the production manager and/or producer
and your department heads to
know where to pull savings from
in order to pay for additions,
wiihoui going over budget is an
accounting gift," Michaels said.
Most of an accountant's life
set the payroll and review die
cost report with the production
manager and/or producer on a
weekly basis
The budget entails all costs
required to make that particular
movie by the writing producing,
directing, filming editing and
then getting the final product
completed.
"For example, what if you have
to film in a location where there
is no local film crew? You will
then have to pay to fry, house and
per diem each and every one of
those cast and crew members,"
Michaels said. "Almost every
first budget you compile is too
expensive. I just try to incorporate everything the script and
creative team asks for, yet remain
flexible enough to accommodate
any minor adjustment."
Sometimes Michaels must fine
tune a budget from the studio
and decide if the production will
be filming on a sound stage with
facility costs or in actual locations
requiring police, traffic security
and port-a-potties.
The movie industry uses Movie
Magic Software to create budgets
and schedule script editing.

422 E. MERRY ST
524 N. ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes

CLOSE; TO i CAMPUS
1 Bedroom Apartments
•1 Full Bath -Air Conditioning
•Microwaves 'Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished 'Laundry On-Site
• Plenty of Parking!
Starting at
$440/ month

plus Utilities

C419) 352-0717
www. ,
greenbnarrentals.com

Books

now accepted at the
Bowling Green Recycling Center!

"It's important to use simple
tools when you have to quickly revise a budget on die spot,"
Michaels said.
When he prepares die budget, he contacts the local film
commission to get die quotes
the crew has on their received
payment in the same locarion as
die last film.
"The more detail in filming
the longer your production
period will be," Michaels said.
"The more locations, the longer
your wrap will be."
On "Titanic," there were
154 filming days and accounting worked in 24 departments
for three years, covering three
countries - the United States,
Canada and Mexico.
Cost reporting is another big
responsibility of the production
accountant, who must be able
to predict financial changes and
report them.
"You have to know when
someone is spending too much
or hasn't been spending enough
or holding back their costs,"
Michaels said. "You get better
with experience."
Michaels is currently working
as an accounting associate for
the upcoming film, "(ilory Road."
This is Michaels' 18th feature film
project.
"i still enjoy being an accountant to this day, so I probably
won't be falling back on my acting career soon," Michaels said.
"Initially I set out to be a perfonner — to act, to sing, to dance
and to entertain. I feel I still do
that today, just not on stage."

Did You Know?
If a statue in the park
of a person on a
horse has both front
legs in the air, the
person died in battle;
if the horse has one
front leg in the air,
the person died as
a result of wounds
received in battle; if
the horse has all four
legs on the ground,
the person died of
natural causes.

Delivery Driver Needed
Fall/Spring Semester
2005 - 2006

All types accepted:
• Hardcover
• Softcover
• Spiral Bound
• Wirebound

'Textbooks
• Lawbooks '
• Paperbacks
• Glue Bound

• Especially Encyclopedias

Drop Off Open 24 Hours
1040 North College Drive
Bowling Green OH 43402
www.bgrecycling.com • 419-354-9297

t

Are you a morning person?
Do you have reliable transportation?

THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature Individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.
In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Only apply if you are 100% reliable.
Stop by 204 West Hall today for an application
call 372-2607 for more information.
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Sony PSP's price point, game lineup prevent anticipated sellout
PSP, FROM PAGE 9

according to Nale Biller,
associate manager of the
EBGamea In I'errysburg.
Killer said initial sales at
Wal-Marl were nor as good as
smaller stores dedicated lo selling
video games such as l.ltllames.
His store has sold 40 to45 PSPs
in the last live weeks - about
10 more than Wal-Marl - hul

the PSP seems like HI easy teO
to ihf consumer, especially for a
marketing veteran like Sony
Hul the system has seen mixed
reactions (luring the five weeks
since its launch on March 24.

Bobby liowlcy. a sales
associate al Ihe Wal-Marl in
BowUng Gieen, said thai sales at
the store have been low

even those numbers are not at
expected levels,
,

"I'd assume people (lon'l know
about Ihe features," liowley said.
" [he] jusi look al Ihe price and

"Sales didn't go as well as we
thought they would liniliallyl,"
Biller said, "we thought the] ti be
a complete sellout... within the
firsi three days."
Biller said sales have picked up
recently with three or four rePs
sold per week,
"Sali's are strong." he said.
"That's good for a S750 unit. Look
al ihe PS2 and Xhox. they're SI50
and we sell just as many las Ihe

assume trs not worth it
The PSP can read two types
of media UMDs, or Universal
Media I Uses and Memory Slicks,
which are similar to Bash drives
lu addition to video games.
UMDs can also hold music or
feature-length movies.
Wal-Mart sold 13 PSPs in
iis liisi four days on sale, with
sales decreasing to nine ihe next
week, then seven and loin in
subsequent weeks.
Last week, only one PSP was
sold al the retailer
But
Wal-Mart
is
nOI

I'SPI."
While retailers expected the
PSP to sell out the slurr number
of units available al ils launch
dale may have raised those
expectations,
In a press release, Son)
announced thai they shipped I
million of the handheld systems

representative
of
the
entire PSP sales picture,

on M.iuh .' I
According to Nl'l) l-'unworld,
ihe video game-speciBc arm ol
sales data-lracking company
MM) Group, (520.000 PSPs were
sold through April 2.
David Kiley. head of public
relations for MM) I'unworid, said
in an interview that PSP Sales are
on-par with video game Console
launches ol ihe past.
"I'd
call
them
Isales]
stellar," Rfley said, "lei's say a
manufacturer puts out to units
and sells si\. ihat's 60percent bill
if they only sell one, ihen vou've
got a problem."
While SOON may have readied
a million PSPs for launch, Kiley
said they may no) have expected
a sellout.
"I think they realized thai when
you have a million consoles,
you're not going to sell them all,"
he said
Kiley explained that hardware

manufacturers such as Sony
make Mule, il any money on
hardware, with most income
generating from software sales
And according to NPD
Funwotld's numbers, about 1.03

million PSP games were pur-

chased In Ihe beginning of April
- almost two games for each
console sold.
"They're conning an entirely diflcrcnl market than ihe
traditional handheld market,"
Rfley said. "Il |does| have a mass
appeal 10 the nontradiliunal
handheld gainer."
Adults are the nontraditional handheld gamers, a
demographic mostly untapped
by leading handheld console
maker Nintendo.
"They ISony and Nintendol
arc approaching two different
audiences and Nintendo!) been
the leader ill this one from the
beginning," idles said.
Nintendo currently sells two
different handheld consoles, the
two yeat old GameBo) Advance
SP and ihe five-month-old
Nintendo l)S.
Hiley said Ihe PSP is not
allccting cither Nintendo system's
sales, however
"Consumers will buy both if
they want both." he said of the
PSP and Nintendo Ds. "We're
seeing ... people buying more
than one console.'
Despite what Kiley described as

solid sales, local gaining retailers
remain somewhat disappointed.
A manager with a local
GameStop, who spoke under
condition of anonymity due to
company policy, said his stun:sold
ils initial 25-COnsole shipment in
four days. Hut allei receiving its
second shipment of 15 PSPs, six
uniis remainafka about a month.
" fb be honest, I thought wed l>c
selling out of them pretty fast," the
manage) said. "Vva had big events
for lilslaunchl...only peoplewith
reservations came in for It
And later thai day I went over
lo Ihe Circuit City lo see if they
had any left and they had a lot of
them."
lie said that sales are lower
than expected because it is not
the holiday season and its $2 0
price |Kiint is higher than some
consumers an1 willing to pay.
"We've gi it the display Ixixes, we
have units out for people to play,
weir doing all we ivallvcan to sell
these things," he said. "I think it
really needs to build up a bigger

library"
Sixteen games were available
when the PSP launched, and that
Horary has since increased to

about 21.
"I think it's definitely geared
towards a more adult kind of
crowd," the manager said of
Sum's handheld. "I specially
with a $25() price point, kids and
teenagers don't usually have lhal
kind of money."
One teenager has set aside
enough money for the PSI!
though, according lo hlKiames'
lliller.
"A lot of youngei people,
younger than Id expect |are
buying the PSP], like teenagers,"
lliliei said "I bad one guy collie
in here, he's pmlly only 14 or 15,
and he keeps spending all his

hard-earned money Ion the
INPI."
Hie age ralio of PSP owners
is about half and hall, as Killer
descrilnil it ball of them under

23 and the other half owe
Sony's new deuce, if nothing
else, is successful with al leasl one
demographic - ihe I'crryshnig
police force.
Actually, a lot of ihe Perrvaburg
Police come in here land buv
PSPsI," Killer said They play it
in their lounge when they're
off-duty"

Beans flood Union
COFFEE. FROM PAGE 9
equipment ibis summer, as they
are- slaying open through the
summer and rJuringOrientarJon
and Registration, and will
hopefully
be
accepting
Starbucks Cants in the fall.
Some Students, including
Moots, wonder why Starbucks
is so popular. Moots said she
had heard about Starbucks' reputation as overpriced and had

decided tostaj away
However, for many the name
brand coffee is well worth the
price. Shayler said Starbucks'
popularity is due to their goal
of being tin-"third place." which
Shayler said was the idea that,
"Everybody goes to work and
everybody goes home and
has obligations and the goal
.of Starbucks is to create lhal
third place where people feel
welcome and jusi is a cool planto go."
leffrey Brown, an associate

professor of the popular culture department said their success is mainly iKiause ol very
successful promotion.
"Starbucks is so popular
Irccause of the branding," Brown
said. "Ihey have managed to
associate their name with quality products; no) jusi coffee but
everything else they sell, music
and the merchandise (hey have
become ihe namesake for gixxl
coffee in North America."
And while Brown also enjoys
Starbucks, he hasn't been able
toget a cup because of the wail
line.
Regardless ol watt lines and
gill cards, Chloe 1'aes.sun, a
Ircshman popular culture major,
is simply glad that BG now has a
Starbucks.
"It makes the transition from
home a litlle easier because I'm
so used to it. and it really shows
that BG listens to their students,"
Paessun said. "Now all we have
lodoisgeiaChipolle!"

BG«100

"goes live"on
BG@100 will implement the
first "Go Live" of the project
to transition current administrative systems to PeopleSoft
on June 27. This phase of the project focuses on such areas as
Human Resources and Payroll.

What does this mean for you?

PREFERRED ,
PROPERTIES CO!
Extra large Bedrooms Available!
www.preferredpropertiesco.com

> After the June 27 "Go Live" date, those who receive a direct deposit pay
stub from the University will receive pay check information via an online
self-service application.
The View/Print pay check self-service application will be
demonstrated in 101 Ol scamp Hall on:
May 23-24 at 2 p.m.
May 25 at 9 a.m.

Make your home at:
• Piedmont

Sessions are open to all University employees. No registration is necessary.

• Fox Run
• Haven House

Great Affordable Fall Rates!

■ Mini Mall Apts.
• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
• Triplex- small pets allowed
• And other locations!

Mon-Fri: 8-12 & 1-4:30
Sat: 10-2
530 S. Maple St.
Bowling Green, OH

419-352-9378

MMUMrskkiBfMleiiM
Cherrywood Health Spa

»«J • • r-'

lame Gity Ice
,»*

Additional sessions will be scheduled in July and details will be available:
on the BGO100 Web site by May 2
in ads in summer editions of the BGNews
as inserts in May/June pay envelopes
> An alternative to attending a session is to view the interactive
demonstration available at www.bgsu.edu/BGat100.
This interactive demonstration will allow you to view the
format of the online pay check and learn how the
details are displayed.
> On May 23 a letter, which will be sent to the homes
of faculty and staff, will provide further details of
PeopleSoft. The information is presented by your
University affiliation: faculty, administrative staff
or classified staff. Information to students will
be distributed via Student Employment. An
electronic copy
of the letter is available online at:
www.bgsu.edu/BGat100.

Students from Cleveland OH, Marion OH, or Bucyrus OH

Are you going home for the Summer?
We hm the perfect Job in your Backyard
FLEXIBLE

HOURS

&

GRJM

MU

We have openings for Route Drivers, or Packaging
We offer 10-40 + hours/week

Earn J7.00 to }I2M per hour
Bucyrus/Marion OH, 800-894-0529
Toledo OH 800-899-8070
Visit us on the Web at homecityke.com

BGSU

BGSPORTS

MLB: MULDER FACES OFF AGAINST HUDSON TONIGHT. PAGE 14

BRIEFING
Bowling Green track
set for Drake Relays

FRIDAY

The BG News enoneousl)
a'portcd yesterday the Bowling
Green womei a track team
was set t<» compete in the
Mid-American Conference
tournament this weekend
In reality, die meet is not .. ;
until May \2. Ilui the '
are in action this weekend at
the Drake Relays in DesMoines,
Iowa.
The even) Is hosted by
Drake Uniwr-.ni and began
yesterday and will wrap up
tomorrow. Results will be In
Tuesday's papei

SOFTBALL

April 29,
2005
www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

RUGBY
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BG dodging raindrops
ByMattNMMn
:

Ashley Runt;

OVERPOWERING: Bowling Green
pitcher Liz Vrabel throws a pitch
against Eastern Michigan in
this April 17 photo.

Vrabel now
BG's career
K leader
By Elliott Schreiner
SPOIi'S EDITOR

There's good news and there's
bad news !or the Bowling Green
Softball team.
[be good ileus is pitcher
I u Vrabel became the school's
career leader in stril
beating U/ Caputo's record ol
506 careers'ks.''
"In three years, she has
broken the record," BG
coach Leigh Ross-Shan sakL"We
areverj happj fbi her."
The bad news was the game
was the lirsi of two losses lor the
Falcons on the da) .
dropped a paino Ohio v,.i
l4)VVedui-sda\ inColumbus
"The bottom line again is that
we did not hit," Ross Shaw >.nci
The opener starred well tuj
the Falcons .is Mabel stmck our
a pair in the Brsl Inning i
her record, Vnihcl ended the da)
with 509 career punch onis. but
the Buckeyes would take ii from
there.
In the second Inning, osu
tacked up a pair of runs on ihe
scoreboard and that was enough
as the Buckeyes ran awa) with a
5-0 victory.
"We had two hits.' Rocs Shaw
said. "How can you win .1 game
with two hits unless it's iwo home
runs?"
Unfortunately for die Falcons,
those two hits were not home
runs and their bitting woes
continued in the set ondgame
The Falcons struck first, scoring
a run in the top ol ihclirst to take
,111 early lead, bin die But
finished strong, scoring 7 runs in
their last two at bats to take home
a 9-3 win in the night cap,
But tin- focus of the Falcons
is not on games against Big len
opponents; their major concerns are aimed directly at Mid
American Conference ram
That is what they'll lie looking
at this weekend when the) host
three games against Buffalo The
Buffalo Bulls and tin- Falcons are
both in the thick ol things in the
race tor the \1.\( tournament
The Bulls sit at 11 , in the
league and are ihircl in the East
division while the Falcons aie
8-8 and fourth in the West II the
tournament were to Start today,
both teams would be in. But a lot
can change.
The tournament will accept
the top three teams from each
division and will accept the neat
two teams with the best records
regardless of division. As of now.
the Falcons sit at die eighth and
SOFTBALL. PAGE 14

HUM

Alter a 10-day layoff, the
Howling Green baseball
team will finally get another
(hance to play today when
Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne
5 ID town.
Afednesday, the Falcons
defeated Dayton 7-5 at Steller
Held, but haven't played since.
I heir three-game series with
Kent Stale was cancelled last
weekend due to poor weather
conditions and the Falcons
hit another snag when their
Wednesday match up at Xavier
cancelled because the
Falcons had too many players
with class conflicts
ns head coach Danny
Schmitz s.ud the layoff has
taket 1 us toll on the entire team.
I think we're all getting
bored out 01 our minds here,
Sc limit/ saidi "We're really
getting arudOUS to get back out
on the field."
Ibis weekend, tin' Falcons
.■ill stx- plcnICtion when they host a
111-inning doubleheaders against ii'i-w (19-151
which begin toda) at 2 pm and
conclude on Saturday at 1 p.m.
The series was originally
..iled to be played on
Saturday and Sunday but was
changed to free up Sunday
any ol the games get
1.lined out.
Ihe iast meeting between
these teams on April 19 ended
in an offensive stugfest, but the
Mastodons came out on top
13-14 alter they put 10 runs on
the board during the seventh
and eighth innings. Schmity.said
II'I W is ,1 good contact bitting
team that loves to steal bases
and will be tough Uiroughout
the entire weekend.
" I'hev're ,1 snappy bunch,

Falcons
dominate
at Detroit
Collegiate
By lames Kuper
CUES! REPORTER

BenSwangei BGNews

AND f HE CALL IS: BG's Jeff Warnock slides past the tag of Dayton's Galen Schumm in the Falcons' last
game April 20. BG is slated tor action this afternoon against IPFW.

the type of team that whenever
you get a lead it's never safe," he
said. "When we were last over
at their place we had a 12-5 lead
and ended up losing so we're
going to have to play hard the
full seven innings each game."
The Falcons will look for a
scoring punch from senior
Andy I luduk who crushed a
career-high three home runs
in the loss at IPFW. Hudak.
who leads the Mid-American
Conference in batting average (.381) and is tied for the
league lead in RBl's (39), was
named the MAC West Player of
the Week for last week. It was
the second time this month he's
been honored with the award.
Schmitz said while Hudak

and some of the others have
picked up the offense, he
needs more consistent production from everyone if they
are going to make a run for the
postseason.
"Andy Hudak has been really
solid swinging the bat," Schmitz
said. "But we still need to get
some people going and get
ready for the stretch run. We
need to make sure that we're
running on all cylinders if we're
going to make a push at the
playoffs."
While the four-game series
with the Mastodons will give
the Falcons an opportunity
to boost their momentum
towards the end of the regular
season, it will also give Schmitz

another chance at his 400th
career victory. In 15 years
with the Falcons, Schmitz has
amassed a record of 399-3554 and would become the first
coach in any sport in BG history
to win 400 games
"I'm sure when it happens
I'm going to very excited about
it," Schmitz said. "It's something
that I'm really going to relish
a few years from now when I
really get a chance to sit back
and think about it."
Schmitz will get his first
crack at career win No. 400 at
Steller Field today in a seveninning doubleheader against
IPFW which begins at 2 pm.
Tomorrow's doubleheader with
the Mastodons begin at 1 p.m..

Battling gale force winds, blinding
sleet and bizarre referee calls, the
Bowling Green rugby team took
the next to last step towards completing its first undefeated season
by their first XV The BG niggers
won both the senior and junior
divisions of the Detroit Collegiate
Rugby Festival and recorded five
victories in the process.
BG's first XV had a relatively
easy time disposing of Ferris State
45-7 and Northern Michigan
47-12 before defeating a determined Michigan State squad
22-10 in the championship final.
The 2nd XV, playing in the
first games of the day during a
monsoon-like rainstorm, edged
Cleveland State 12-0 and Ferris
Stale 7-0.
"Last weekend was probably
the most horrific conditions I've
ever seen |with| rugby being
played," coach Roger Mazzarella
said. "Horizontal driven sleet,
wind chill in the teens, thirty-five
mile an hour winds and we're
running around in shorts and
knee socks. I can only imagine
what it was like on that field to be
waiting to field a high kick with
little icefalls stinging your eyes."
Going against the wind in the
first half against Ferris State, the
Falcons played the Bulldogs to
at 7-7 standoff on a try by center
Vince Staropoli and a conversion
by fly half Derek Imes. It would be
a scenario that would be replayed
throughout the tournament.
Hold on for dear life against the
wind and wait for the cavalry to
arrive in the second half with the
wind at your back.
RU6BY, PAGE 13

Crawford serving it warm at BGSU
1 In-1-1SPN Cold Pizza
host set to emcee
student kick-off event
at the Union today.
By Mam Hritzak
SPOBIS REPORTER

|a) 1 rawtbrd, who is the
co-host ol "Cold Pizza", will be
here today to emcee the student kick oil event lor Building

Dreams:

The

Centennial

Campaign for Bowling Green
State University, and he will
.11 2 p.m. in die Falcon's
Nest ol the Bowcn- Ihompson
Student Union.
I 1.iwtoid.ivhnis.i 1987 graduate ol Howling Green and native
ol Sandusky, Ohio, will lie here
to talk about his time at BGSU
,11 id bow it prepared him for his
: :n broadcasting.
since graduating from BG, he
has worked in Hartford, Conn.,
Columbus. Ohio — where he
tirst stepped into the spotlight
to many students here while
working as a s|xirts anchor for
WBNS l\
lanipa Bay, Florida
and in Kentucky before working
lor ESPN,
1 rawfcrd took time to reflect
about his days at BGSU, his path
through the broadcasting world
ami what it is like to work at
1 SPN.
Adam Hritzak: What do you
reineinlM'i most about your time
atBGSII?
lay Crawford: I had a blast. I
spent a lot of time at the ice rink
bet BUM I look hockey |and| I
think I took it every semester I
was there, even though it only
counted once or twice, lust the

whole experience of college life,
making new friends from all over
and just getting out and trying to
meet as many different people
as I can.
AH: Did you cover sports while
you were here?
JC- Yeah, I worked at WBGU
and WEAL I just did sports. I
wrote a lot of sportscasts and did
a talk show. The beauty of it was,
it was student-run, so you could
make as many mistakes as you
wanted to and it was all a learning process.
All: How much do you still follow BGSU sports?
JC: I follow them a pretty fair
amount. I hit the Web site on a
regular basis. I'm a huge baseball
guy ... so I keep an eye on the
baseball team. I just check in
general, like the football team.
I ordered the college football
package; so every chance I could
get, I would rune their games
in. I try to be in bed every night
by 10:30 p.m. because I'm getting up at 2:30 am, so I was
very disappointed the night of
the Toledo game. I go to bed
at halffime feeling pretty good
about tilings and I wake up the
next morning... and start sifting
through my papers to see the
Bowling Green score and I saw
tiiey lost. I couldn't believe that
Toledo came back that way.
AH: How would you describe
your time working for WBNS in
Columbus?
|( : It was a great time to be In
Columbus because I think the
'Ohio State; football team, the
five seasons I was there, lost like
nine times and four of them were
to Michigan. They had some
great teams and you'd be pretty

hard pressed to find a five-year
period where they had that good
a record with that much talent. I
made a lot of close friends Guys
like Kirk Herbstreit and Ryan
Miller are still very good friends
of mine. Columbus is pretty
much always going to be home
to me in one way or another.
AH: You left Columbus to work
as sports anchor and director
at WFTS Channel 28 in Tampa,
where, during your stay, you covered the Tampa Bay Buccaneers
run to Super Bowl glory in 2002.
What was that experience like?
JG- Covering that team was
probably the most fun I've ever
had covering a team. Getting to
cover a Super Bowl is. for most, a
once in a lifetime thing if you're
lucky. Those guys were just a
great group of guys.
AH: How did the job at ESPN
with "Cold Pizza" come about?
IG They [ESPNI had called me
about a job maybe two years
prior and they didn't know
where the show was going to
be. They knew it wasn't going
to be in Bristol IConn., home
of ESPN], but they didn't know
where it was going to be. I was
having a blast in Tampa, Fla. I
loved Tampa ami the weather,
and I didnt really want to leave,
so I had said no to that job. They
called me a year later and I had
just signed another five-year
contract to stay in Tampa. I went
up a second time to New York
City and looked around, and
the more 1 listened, the more
intrigued I became about |the
show] and then it finally sounded like it was the right thing to
da If I was going to do it, this
was the right time, and I started

GrJWONMACuQNArWWW.rtf^^
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ALL SMILES: Bowling Green alum Jay Crawford is on the set of ESPN's
morning show Cold Pizza in this photo.

in September of 2003.
AH: Did you envision the show
to take off as well as it has?
JC That's been a really nice,
pleasant surprise to have the
success with that show that we've
had. This is Ihe lirst time I've ever
been a pan of something that
was brand new. We came in and
we just basically built it from the

ground up
All: With the show "1st and
10" that you host as well, you
get to work with one of the more
colorful television personalities
in Woody Paige. Whafs it like
working with him?
JO He's a nut job, but he's a
CRAWFORD. PAGE 13

SMUTS
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Some laughs and intensity on Pizza
CRAWFORD, FROM PAGE 12
lot of fun. We laugh more oil the
air than we do on the air and
it seems like we're constant!)
laughing on the air. I Ink a great
man and a lot of fun.
All: Is there a favorite athlete
or coach you've interviewed?

IG: There's wav too manv to

Photo Provided
ON THE GO: Bowling Green leading scorer Derek Imes leads the attack
against Ferris State this past weekend

On rhi' attack behind the
booming punts of lines and
Slaropoli, the Falcons poured
on the points during each of the
matches in the second half.
"I'm sure it must have seemed
like a cavalry charge to the
fullbacks on the other teams.
Mazzarella said. "I can think of
better things to do than waiting
for one of lines' kicks to come
down while knowing that lllunkersl Brian l-arrell, Ritchie Hines
and Gay Armbruster will arrive
the same time as the ball.''
Staropoli, who has gone on a
tear as he winds down his lalcon
career, punched in two more
tries while prop Scott llolden.
wing Ian (iagnon. and center
lake Puhl added one apiece. Imes
capped the scoring by hitting on
i i II six ofhis conversions as well as
a 55-yard penalty field goal.
In the second match, a 47-12
victory over NMU, the Falcons
were lacing a teem that was judging the entire success or failure of
their team in defeating BG.
"We felt we had been unfairly overlooked in the National
Championship
selection
process," said Northern captain
and Midwest all-star Garrett
Peterson. "We intended to show
the selection committee that they
had made a mistake in taking

COMPACT DISCS & DVDS

GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

^■W

'iuii i finals week
v i v. v_ i\ with
vv in |
Start

-^pt

Founders Dining Center
8 P.M. - 11 P.M. Serving breakfast foods
McDonald Dining Center
10 P.M. - Midnight Serving breakfast and other brain food
Kreischer Shadows
Open until 1 A.M. Serving breakfast foods

BGSU
DINING SERVICES

yOUR MUSIC LIBRA0^
^UNG GREEN •FU^QflHy
V.

SINCE 1971
NORTHWEST OHIO'S
OLDEST & LARGEST

INDEPENDENT
MUSIC STORE
5^//0
SINCE 1971

RECORDS • TAPES

WE SPECIAL
ORDER
ANY TITLE

COMPACT DISCS • DVD'S
SINCE 1971

ON SALE!

"(New Order) invented dance music and now they want it back.'
-FHM

NEW order

WAITING FOR THE SIRENS' CALL

1 2 GROUNDBREAKING NEW SONGS
(and a bonus remix for US fans only)
FEATURING THE FIRST SINGLE "KRAFTY"
HEAR IT NOW AT WWW.NEWORDER.CC

In Stores April 26

Apartments for Rent!
You Can Afford!

WE
BUY AND SELL
USED
CD'S AND DVD'S

SMHI8&,

MON■THURS
9AM TO 10PM
FRI & SAT
QAM TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY
MOVIE DVD'S MUSIC DVD'S NEW RELEASES
11AM TO 7PM DEEP CATALOGUE IMPORTS • POP ROCK • RSB • RAP
JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK -BLUEGRASS • COUNTRY • COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES
BOXSETS • REGGAE ■ NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE.

,'.', r< iwN n c,
,'8N MAIN SI

EFFICIENCIES

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

451THURSTIN - Across from Offenhauer.
Furn. w/full bath, stove & refrigerator.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - S360

521 E. MERRY STREET
Furn. or Unfurn.. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $675
One Year - Two Person Rate - $560

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
517 REED STREET MThuntin.
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bdrm. & One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- S465
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

701 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two bdrm. One bath
w/ Vanity in each bdrm.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $540

707-727 THIRD STREET One Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn., One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $395
One Year - One Person Rate - $350

835 FOURTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Bedroom.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $600
One Year - Two Person Rate - $500

825 THIRD STREET Pef, Allowed'.
Furnished or Unfurnished, One bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $465
One Year - One Person Rate - $410
449-455 S. ENTERPRISE
Furn. or Unfurn., One bdrm. One Bath.
School Year - One Person Rate- $385
One Year - One Person Rate - $350
839 SEVENTH STREET
Unfurnished, One bath. Dishwasher.
School Year - One Person Rate- $455
One Year - One Person Rate - $390

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS

warnerbrosrecords.com

BEST SELECTION!

f

Available Sunday, May 1
at the following locations:

STOCK!

OPEN 7 DAYS

^pr- ^ajr

Fin^FuelUp

BG instead of us."
Instead. BG certified the Integrity of the process by maintaining
a never defeated record against
Northern, Uhconcemed with
Northerns 12-0 initial lead, die
Falcons once again used the
wind in their favor to pour in
seven tries — three of mem in
Staropoli. Wing Ian Ganon added
a pair of his I MS) as well as one by
wing Ben Fledderjohann. Deadon all day. Imes hit on six of his
seven conversion attempts.
In the final, Michigan Stale
followed the script that by now
become the standard operating
procedure, The Spartans jumped
out to a 10-0 lead against BG
with the wind in their favor. only
in watch helplessly as BG would
pound out the points in die
second hall.
Imes hit another 55-yardei .is
well as two conversions while
hooker l-ric Nutter, Hanker Brian
1'ariell and wing Ian Gagnon
scored BG's tries.
The Falcons, now 24-3, will
finish their' season ai home
against seniormen's team Eastern
Suburbs bom Cleveland. Closing
out their Falcon careers will lie
props Scotl llolden and Andy
Hughes, lock Tbm lorbri/zio,
and centers Jake Fuhl and Vince
Staropoli. Game time is 1 p.m.
tomorrow at the College Park
rugby field.

"YOUR MUSIC LIBRARY"
NOW IN

IG Be persistent The ones
that persevere, the ones that
aren't afraid 10 hear no. aren't
afraid to have doors slammed
in their face, those are the ones
dial will get the good jobs. I'm
yourself in a |M>siiion to have
several job offers lo where WU
can choose Don't give upandlx'
persistent

COFFEE!

NORTHWEST OHIO'S

LARGEST
SELECTION

said, No. 1 have a Ix-tter idea.
Why don't you put it on for met"
Thai was one of my more fun
moments on the show. My hand
was shaking like CTSZJ as I'm
trying to put this lip gloss on tilis
Victoria Secret model.
All: Is there any advice you
have for college students who
want to work in IhesportS field?

FREE

Falcons lead cavalry
charge against NMU
RUGBY, FROM PAGE 12

even think. Ion Gniden was a lot
of fun just because of his intensity I like the ones that are more
light-hearted. You just never
know where they're going to go.
VVe had Victoria SecM models
on the show one day and they
were plugging some makeup
kit. I asked one of them if shed
put lip gloss on for me and she

"FIND IT AT FINDERS"

419-352-7677
I ENTER FINDEF

IL NEWSLETTER .

GREAT PRICESI
DOWNTOWN FINDLAY
403 S MAIN ST

GIVEAWAYS

i.FINPERSRECORPS.

840-850 SIXTH STREET
Furn. or Unfurn., Two Full baths.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $640
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530
810 FIFTH, 649 SIXTH & 707 SIXTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $560
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470
818 SEVENTH & 831 SEVENTH
Furn. or Unfurn., One Bath & Hall Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $545
One Year - Two Person Rate - $470

505CLOUGH Behind KinkoY
Two Furn. or Unfurn., One bath & Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

724 S. COLLEGE: DRIVE
I
Unfurnished,
d, 1 V;
'/2 baths, Dishwasher.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $630
One Year - Two Person Rate - $530

615 SECOND STREET- Two Bedroom.
Furn. or Unfurn. One bath.
School Year - Two Person Rate- $620
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520

PETS ALLOWED with $250 Nonrefundable
pet deposit at these locations:
403 High, 831 Seventh, 841 Eighth, 777
Manville, 825 Third, 640 Eighth & 725 Ninth

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE. INC.
319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH (Located Across From Taco Bell)
RENTAL OFFICE: 419-354 2260
Hours Monday to Friday 8:30 5:30 Saturday 8:30 5:00

SI'ORTS
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Mulder faces off with Hudson
By Charles Odum
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Former partners in pranks
as Oakland teammates, Tim
1 ludson and Mark Mulder may
feel as if the joke is on them
when they face each other
Friday night.
Teammates in Oakland the
last five years as two of the starring jokesters — with Barry /.ito
— in the Big Three pitching
rotation, Hudson was traded to
Atlanta and Mulder was sent to
St. Louis after the 2001 season.
Tonight, in the opening game
of the Braves-Cardinals series.
Hudson and Mulder will meet
for the first time as opposing
pitchers.
Since they're now in the NL,
they also hit. They say that sets
up the most intriguing — and
potentially hilarious — pan of
the matchup.
The two talked Monday.
"Wfe laughed ahout it and said
how this figures," Mulder said.
"Who's going to he able to keep a
straight face? That might be the
hardest part. I know I'm going
to start laughing. What are you

going to do?"
Hudson and Mulder were
lead players in the frat-housc
atmosphere of the As clubhouse. The two were almost as
well-known in Oakland for their
kidding as for their winning.
Once I ludson and Mulder put
white shoe polish around the
perimeter of a sunflower seed
bucket that fanner As pitching
coach Rick Peterson liked to use
as a stool. I ludson and Mulder
then laughed while feerson
walked around with a white ring
on his gray uniform pants.
As players also were known
to race remote-controlled cars
around the clubhouse.
It may be difficult for 1 ludson
or Mulder to keep from laughing
when looking down from the
Turnerfield mound at the other
standing in the batter's box.
Hudson said he and Mulder
talked about the possibility of
facing each other even before
they left Oakland.
"We were just joking about
if we got traded," said a smiling Hudson. "I told him. jusi
laughing, whatever you throw at

me, I'm going to throw at you. If
he starts breaking out his nasty
stuff early, I'm going to have to
do the same."
Added Hudson, still smiling:
'Obviously, if guys are on base,
that's one tiling. But if I come up
with nobody on, two out and he
starts breaking all tills stuff on
me, I'm going to do the same."
Because they know each other
so well, each respects the others hilling ability. Hudson was
the Southeastern Conference's
Most Valuable Player at Auburn
University for his hitting and
pitching. Mulder also was a
strong hitter at Michigan State.
"Oh, yeah, he can hit." I ludson
nid. "I le's a real good hitter. I le
hit cleanup for his college team,
i know he can swing the bat.
Yeah, man, I'm going to have to
pitch him."
Mulder didn't say the specific) of what he said are side bets
with I ludson. but neither wants
to give up a hit to the other.
"It'll be fun," Mulder said. "It
should lie. I hope so.... We'll total
it up at the vtul. Thereto no |x>inl
in worrying about it now."

BG moves into
position to
defend title
SOFTBALL,FROM PAGE 12

final s|K)t in the race. Needless
to say, this weekend poses a
challenge for BG.
The Bulls are an up and
(inning team in the MC and relies
heavily on their pitching. Part
of that is because they're hitting
. 191 as a team and pan is because
their pitching is so strong.
Stacey Fvans comes into
the game with a 2.24 ERA and
teammate Sophie Barstad brings
a 2.30 ERA to the pitching circle.
But the Falcons arc worried
more about themselves than with
the competition at this point.
"It's not about who we play."
Ross-Shaw said. "It's about how
we're going lo play."
And concentrating on playing
well is what will gel BG to the
MAC tournament, where anyone
could win.
"I think our teams are pretty
evenly spread, so the eigln teams
that are going to be there should
Ix1 pretty even," Ross-Shaw said

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Services Offered
Finals, time restraints
chicken & cheese breadsticks
Campus Pollyeyes 352-9638
Pregnant? Confidential, tree & professional testing. BG Pregnancy
Center. 419-354-4673.

Personals
BRIDES
SAVE MONEY!
Shop At www.
perfectweddlngshop.com

Call DiBenedettos
for your graduation party, subs,
sandwich trays. Greek, pasta,
and house salads.
352-4663
or we will lax you the menu.
Pagliais « Campus Pollyeyes
would like lo say good luck on (inals
and are looking forward to seeing
you again in the fall.

Students-

you now?

BGSU students can purchase
Windows Professional Upgrade
and either Office Professional or Office for Mac
software each for

$29.99

BARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
Child care center now hiring care
givers for Perrysburg A Sylvania locations. Send resume to Kldz Watch
580 Craig Dr. Perrysburg. OH
43551 or call 419-874-9678
Child care needed in our Sylvania
home (or our 13 and 15 year old.
Must be available for the summer,
June 5 through August 24, between
11 am and 5 pm. Musi have own car
and two relerences. Please send a
one page description ol your qualifications lo: PO Box 664, Sylvania
OH 43560.
Cleaning & miscellaneous for approxiately 2 weeks, starting 5/9/05.
Call 353-0325 9am - 9pm
College Pro Ltd.
PT/FT Positions Available throughoul Ohio. Spring & Summer: Management 4 Marketing Opportunities.
Make $10-15/hr. Contact College
Pro at 1-888-277-7962 or visit
www.collegepro.com
HELP WANTED! NOW & DURING
THE SUMMER VACATION
Our company is seeking employees
lo perform unskilled light production
work. We offer flexible hours - will
work around your schedule - available shifts: 7:30am-8:30am; 8:30am11:30am; 12:00 noon-2:30pm;
2;30pm-5:00pm; 5:30pm-8:30pm.
Many BGSU sludenls work here.
Easy walk from campus. Pay is
$6.00 per hour providing you work a
minimum ol 15 hours per week.
Work a minimum ol 15 hours per
week or over 40 wilh overtime. Pickup an application at our office. Advanced Specialty Products, Inc. 428
Clough St., BG OH 43402.

Wanted

Part-time pre school teacher,
Mon-Fri. 9-12. $9/hr. in Maumee.
Fax resume to 419-385-6478.

2 graduation tickets needed lor
9:30 ceremony, willing to pay.

Hiring Prep . Delivery Personnel
Apply at DiBenedetto's
1432E. Wcoster

Contact Jon 330-317-2196.
Macintosh computer (or home email use. Laptop or desktop use.
Call 372-7349 or 354-5105

You can purchase
Microsoft Software at
Huge Discounts

Help Wanted

Classified Ads

Now accepting applications for
FALL child care start positions
Please call 419-352-2506.

$310 per month
May - Aug.
440-452-2000

Perrysburg family seeking live-in
student nanny, starting Sept. 1st.
Living accommodations include separate 2 bdrm. guest house on property. Compensation includes room,
utility, partial board & weekly salary
to be negotiated. Duties include
care taking of 1 yr. old, 2 yr. old & 9
yr. old boys. Some light house work.
Will be flexible with school schedule.
Some weekend lime expected.
Please email your experience,phone
number & as much into as possible:
grathi® buckeye express.com
II qualifications look acceptable, we
will follow up by call to set up an
interview.

WANTED
Guitars, Musical Instruments
& Old Toys. 419-944-8118.

Babysitter needed tor 1 yr. old.
Good pay, must be flexible Call Katie 352-8962. Early childhood education majors preferred.

Need one ticket (or
9:30 graduation ceremony. $

Call 419-656-2054.
Roommate needed (or summer
$260 month rent.

419-308-9259
SUBLEASER NEEDED
Heinzslte Apartments

Give your opinion
and win an iPod or PSP!
Share your views about how you prefer to access information
about University services and events and how you communicate with others. Make your voice count by completing a
short survey by May 6,2005. Your individual responses will
be kept confidential; however, your e-mail address will be
entered into the drawing for a grand prize! The prize is your
choice of an iPod or PSP (Playstation Portable), provided by
the Vice President for Student Affairs at BGSU.
Access the survey et: http://surveymonkey.eom/s.asp7u=824 3 5993562
Password: falcon (type in all lower case)
Winner: The name of the winner will be posted on the
Student Affairs web site at www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa
on May 16,2005.

The software is available at the BGSU Bookstore at this
price thru May 8, 2005.

Due to changes in the Microsoft Agreement, the purchase
price will be $39.99 as of May 9.
Be sure to purchase your copy today!

Students may use BiG Charge
to purchase
Students will be required
to sign an acceptance
agreement form at the time
of purchase
Only one copy of each
software title and version
may be purchased

Brought to you by:

BGSU
OFFICE OF THE CIO
http://www.bgsu.edu/offices/cio
BGSU BOOKSTORE
www.bgsu.edu/offices/bookstore/

~16 2~
Bedroom

Two ~ 3 ~

Bedroom

Toumhouses

Apartments

• Carports

• Carports

• 1 BDRM: Starting
at $395 Mo. plus
utilities
'IN THE 2 BDRM:

»Free Washer &
Dryer Hookups

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

(some exclusions apply)

• 2 Baths
• Full Basement
»Can have up to
6 People

Checkout our website at:
WWW.MECCABG.COU or

CULL 353-5800 Today!

Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
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Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix
brought to you by

SPORTS! FUN! OUTDOORS!
KIDS! MONEY! Maine camp needs
tun loving counselors lo leach
Land/water sports. Greal summer!
Call (888) 844-8080. apply:
www.campcedar.com

6 bdrm. house. 6 person legal.
2 baths .close to campus
Avail. Aug. 15. 419-601-0747

Volunieer BG CYO Coaches '05-'06
School Year For: 5lh - 12th Grad,e,
Boys/Girls Teams. Cross-Country,
Volleyball. Soccer?, Football', Basketball. Contact: Scott Sehmann at
sehmansO banel bgsu edu

854 81h St. 1 bdrm.. now renting for
summer/tall 2005 $395/mo plus
elec Lois ol parking. 9 & 12 mo
lease avail 419-392-3354
Apis S Houses 2005-06

SALE! 5 star quality Louis Vuitton
replica bags1 Also LV Messenger
Bags big enough tor Binders.
Laptop & more! Email me at
ashhall@bgnetbgsu.edu
lor pictures or details

Time is running oul tor this year.
There are still about 2500 students
who have not experienced the pizza
bullet at Pagliats. Don't get shut oul
on this one. Pagllais Pizza
945 S. Main 352-7571.

G & L Rentals Now Leasing
Georgetown Manor
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm apts
Parking, laundry facilities, gas.
water & sewer paid.
135 N. Church St. 3 bdrm. house
Family owned and operated
Contact Lucle 419-354-9740
GREAT LOCATION!
2 bdrm. 325 N. Enterprise S575/mo.
♦ util. 1 mo. dep. req No pets. 3540099. Avail. 8715. 1 yr lease

"1 & 2 bdrm. apis. & houses avail,
summer only & 05-06 school, yr.
Plus rooms & etlic. as low as $265/
mo. inclu. ulil. Everything 2 blks.
Irom campus. Call 353-0325 9am9pm
t - 3 Bedroom Apts/Houses
12/mo. leases starting 8/12/05
Smith Apt. Rentals
419-352-8917
www.b9apartmenls.com

The Homestead
t & 2 bedrooms, spacious, laundry
on site, exfra storage, A/C Great
location. Starting al S525

419-354-6036

June & July rent $400 Large house,
own bedroom, on Main St.
614-519-3552
K ft K PROPERTIES
Available May 15
1 bedroom apts.:
134 1/2 Univ. Ln & 303 1/2 S. Mam

'

1 or 2 bedroom Enclave Apl avail.
Irom May-Aug 05'. Really nice. S326
per mo., turn. Jim at (216)210-0980
1. 2 & 3 bdrm. apis., by water tower
on Manvllle * Clough. Available
May* Aug 419-352-5239.
3 bdrm. 2 bath., den, lull basement,
W/D hookup, AC, on Wooster St
across Irom campus S995/mo.
Avail. May.13 419-352-8872
3 bdrm. apt. includes large 3 car garage below. W/D hook-up. No pets.
$600 mo. plus ulll. 419-354-8146.
3 Bedroom house Close to campus.
Available lor 2005-2006 school
year.
Call Steve at 352-5822

419-354-6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
highland@wcnet.org

Male has 2 turn, rooms lor rent in
BG lor a clean, neat. & resp.
person Freedom ol house S200
deposit. S250/mo
Call 419-354-6117.
Move In Now - ONE MONTH FREE
1 and 2 bedroom apts. available in
serene park-like setting. Includes
dishwasher, heat, water and trash
Bowling Green Village 352-6335
Newer house. 3 bdrm, 2 baths. AC
W/D hookup 5th street S795/mo
Available Aug 352-8872
Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath.
W/D hook-up 8lh St S595/monlh
Available June 352-8872

Highland Management

www.bghighlandmgml.com
highland@wcnet.org
(NEW) Buckeye Studios (NEW)
Student Housing Available lor 2005
Monthly. Semester & Year Long
Leases. Fully Furnished, includes all
utilities & 25" TV.Call 419-352-1520

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly remodeled.
All appliances. Spacious, laundry
facilities in building, A/C. Gas
heat
Starting at $520
130 E. Washington St

130 E. Washington
130 Liberty St and S. Summit

For Rent

1 Implied
2 Please mightily
3 Courthouse surrer*der
site
4 Fidel confidant
5 Valerie or Tess
6 Steer clear of
7 Benevolent
8 Linguistic quirk
9 British Egyptologist
10 Mountain shaper
11 Restrain
12 Hawaiian seaport
13 Cameo stone
22 Game setting
23 Tack on
?5 In lavor ot
28 Evening in Roma
29 Tread heavily
31 Not by the book
32 Ashram figure

Call 419-353-8206 tor appointment
Avail. Aug. 15. 2005. 3 bdrm. house.
$800 mo. 1 & 2 bdrm apl $325 mo
each, & 3 bdrm apt. All excell
cond
&
close
lo
BGSU
419 686-4651

For Sale

Highland Management
1 Low Security Deposit
The Highlands- 1 bdrm Laundry
facilities in building. A/C. Quiet'
Starting at $395

1 bedroom house
128 1/2 S. Summit St
3 bedroom house
217 Clough St. & 1 University Lane
Available August 15
1 & 2 bedroom apartments
3 ft 4 bedroom houses & apts
248 Troup Ave . 305 S Mam,
611 Eighth St. 625 N Main St
Call or slop in (or more information
419-353-APTS (2787)
427 Cough St. BG

Looking lor subleasers to rent a
small house at 217 S College for
Aug. 05- Aug. 06 Includes 2 larger
bdrms. & 1 smaller bdrm.. bath, living rm. & kitchen. Has a huge backyard & a gravel driveway & is 1 blk.
Irom campus' II interested, please
email ebailey@bgnet.bgsu.edu or
847-924-2113 & ask lor Beth.

One bedroom, close lo campus, willing to negotiate rent price! Includes
gas/ high speed internet/ 2 pools/
heal" Usual electric bill lor both
summer & tall $19 00 Call Kimmy at
269-217-16271
PRICES REDUCED
CARTV RENTALS
No Throe Tenant Rule Here
'916 3rd. Street & 926 Wooster'
6 Bdrm . new carpet
•303 E. Merry'
5 Bdrm., 3 liv. new carpet
'211 E. ReedLarge 3 Bdrms, 2 Kitchen. 2 Bath
•146 S. CollegeLarge 3 Bdrm. A/C, new bath
•315 E. Merry Up & On'
2-4 Bdrm.
And a lot more units LG & Small
Call lor into & upgrades at 353-0325
10am-9pm. or listings available 24/7
at 316 E Merry »3

33 "Java" trumpeter
35 Vocalist James
37 Olfactory prod

Instruct
Leave out
Parrot
First designation
Screen
Spoil
Playful prank
BTU part
Alternative to Charles de Gaulle
Skater Midori
Mythic source of troubles
Strengthen, as metal
Pocket-sized
Collar
Knock it off!
Turn thumbs down
Sleuth Wolfe
Boredom
Esq. affixer
Contradiction in terms
NHL great Bobby
Heating apparatus

BUFFET
tfifij/f) •"" "3 n~~

laundry on site

BGSU BUS ROUTE

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only $470!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch

..PIFJC<

225 & 202
Palmer
1 louses/3 unrelated people
Free washer/dryer

• Private entrance

IECCA

• Patio
• Spacious kitchen

208/212 S. Church

• Pets welcome!

ORAI) HOUSING
2 Klrni/I ear garage
Close ro tJowntown

FREE HEAT
•UUIIWIM
AMHtMtim

N

I :,i(--> IANI

1 Hwt»0*po«

t

Management Inc.

Stop by the Office
or check website
www.meccabq.com
for complete listing

419-353-7715 t^

Call 353-5800
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IT YEARS
MEDIUM
Combo Pizza
includes 3 items
inminsiK

352-5166

• Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun

"SM«rMm■

kninrMt" •«»!»* Cft 3E *33

Roommate needed Aug. 2005.
Close to campus. Rent $250/mo.
Pet Inendly. Call 419-352-6948.

Sublease summer house lor
S180/month! 510 Ridge.
Contact alexv@bgnet.bgsu.edu

Subleasers. 3 br. home, May-Aug.
W/D. OW. A/C. 2 lull balhs. Assgn
Parking. S275/mo 614-565-4934

Winihrop Terrace Apts
400 Napoleon Rd
352-9135

Sterling/Enclave 1 bdrm in 4 bdrm
apt. FREE TANNING S water.
POOL, w'd, air. 299/mo. Aug 05-06

Very nil • - 3-4 bdrm Greal location
W/D. air, patio, garage, pet possible
appliances lurn 419-353-2382

Senior Farewells

Call 216-570-8757

Sub-leaser needed lor 1 room during
summer at Sterling Univ. Apt. lurn.
& will share bathroom with t person.
Greal place to be 419-512-4853.

SUBLEASE On Main Street!
Summer Sub needed lor apt. above
Panera $375/mo Call 419-5752618 lor details.

Subleasers wanted. 4 bdrm. house,
2 car garage. Lease starts Aug. to
Aug. Security deposit paid. 336
Bentwood. Contact Jordan 419-2905511.

Wanted: Subleaser, ASAP 2 bdrm.
lots ol storage. S405 t gas/elec. lor
1 person. S465 * gas/elec. lor 2
people Call Heather 419-348-2722.

Pagliats & Campus Pollyeyes
want to say thankyou seniors
lor what you brought to BG.

BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

•1»lfco*i>dMj«N«jnV

iU-OKS

CINEMA 5

Trinity United
Methodist Chinch

&

Schtduk Good for Fn««r «V]9 ■ Thundor *'*
in StiiroltittUiMOMlKni'. tan

•Near Campus

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

352-1520

v%
Summer Work
Available
Internships & Scholarships
awarded
up to S6.850
Valuable work experience
Excellent income
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your people skills
Increase your resume value
Team atmosphere
Flexible start dates
$368-$1500/week

INTERVI

MOST COMMON SIZE F0

Call (419) 539-7204
or 1-800-809-9006
(Toledo)
Start Work Soon...

Worship Times

Hii<hhikvi,itotd«loihfG4ilMT(PG^'Viun!tn>.
4J0.711 'i

MOVE OUTS'"
10X10 UNITS MAY 1-AUG 31

$19900

uttitiomil

TlWlnttr|M«<MtK-ll'AofetA M 001.4 00.7:00.19 W|
ln^fiiHoHk'imW-,: 4 UHOlOi

•TAX (PREPAID)
liwm.ll*Horror*<l>

10X10UNITSJUNEI-AUG31
$749.00
•TAX IPRE-PAIDl
-OVwr SUM a 'dilaCie call lor dttaii-

.

.....

PURCHASE ITEIi

[o5i

Boxes
Tape
Supplies
Rope
Tarps

FowMtcM«-1«

' ,

1419)352-1106

4M0?

Mor*fn7MM600
Sal/3O«300

24.7 ACCESS

In lo-Swuk

I i' ' M.l» Ii]

'«UoD

■•■t In4*j MMH •! Moil*)
lirim*l)J>0*'i<(0*i]S«» d-wiin iOBnwiluwMai ttrd
' Mini br 11 la panru—' tiltti« b* * I unrurwij
(-.•M-Mf-tH *—>»»
'IJ- «(Mi» VM*r**n'mi4t •■■ ■ r

■ Mi.VI

RmJinj

40M«wuuiKaiai[v«m«u>-'.i

cinemark.com
S:kt<or«(#Hi:$3.5a
nm$S.Wwrttu#r«0

i HMt in MUST RUN
1", M0 VUHWlfHD HWID
» UUUOT0VIUMS

UBBloaWAi
Rental Otice LocaK"
Wirtman Pro HarAvare 15819 Bowing Green
536 Pean Steel
Road West
BoirtnoGiMn One
woo—awj
43403
* v - j :,I„.-I, OMe

Pnhlng mill I'II'I iiimiiiii; t ini'i
illIhc Iliiiil nl flii'ilm^ (mill

709 5th Street ^
APARTMENTS

Phone: 419-354-7867
41M54-STOR

www.homecityice.com

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
S500/month Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
•^
(419)352-1150
Jf

• BRAND NEW
STORAGE FACILITY
•MINIS CLIMATE
CONTROLLED

vineyard

• SIZES FROM 5X8
THRU 10X30

worship - relevant message - coffee

•FLEXIBLE LEASE
OPTIONS
BGSU STUDENT
DISCOUNT

SUMMER STORAGE
AVAILABLE

CALL TODAY TO
RESERVE YOUR UNIT:

419-353-5800

at 1045 N. Main St.

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

0

u

$7.00 $12.00+Per Hour

in 2/5 Kir
(some exclusions apply)
BGSU BUS ROUTE

a

V

•i

1 & 2 Klrm apts

disposal Air Conditioned
Free washer/dryer

i

■

Route Delivery & Packaging
Positions Available

dishwasher/garbage

Smoking
& Non-Smoking
Dining Rooms

H

■

1082 Fairview/
Hillsdale
5 klrm twnhs

s 3
i
o ,,m-.

<

B 0

For Rent

Summer
Storage!
MI

1

1

For Rent

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!

250/mo

s

For Rent

Depots restnebons, S
j- i.ljl'ili',, i... j.,1.

Eft". & \/Z Klrm sliirtini!

55

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

RE.TAL ITEMS

215EPoe/
Evergreen

ANSWERS

i

™K°6l'VeRV

203 N. Main

larpes

. Tfrimai

God of love
Champagne designation
Moves a jet
Business plus
At an end
Dark times
Autumnal occurrence
Ah. I see!
Natural balm
Dismantle
Venerable one
Pull (for)
Son o' Seth
Fowl perch
Showy blooms, 'or short
Singer Lovett
Jazz section

PISRN€LLO'S

•Many Sizes

Call 353-5800

45
46
47
49
51
53
56
61
62
63
64
66
67
68
69
70
71

■

•Clean

Renting Fast

58
59
60
65

40 Miff
41 University of Maine
town

ACROSS
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
24
26
27
30
34
36
38
39
40
42
43

•Summer Leases
Management Inc.

Shrinking flowers?
Tom Hanks movie
Follow-up movie
Repairmen
Inclined to flow
The ones here
Arranges by category
Cultivate
Moises or Felipe of
baseball
Tower (over)
False god
Prow
Mauna
volcano

34 Expansive

•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours

4 bdrm - 5 person house. 1st block
ol Manville Year lease August
419-352-5239

44
46
48
50
52
54
55
56
57

Leasing Office Located At:
Mecca Management Inc.
1045 N. Main St. #7B
Bowling Green, OH

www.meccabg.com

10:30 am - Sunday
1180 n. main (between krogers & mall
www.vineyardbg.org

■^MijMlVfl^M

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

16 Friday. April 29.2005

Add more value to your life by enrolling
in classes at Owens Community College.
Annual Tuition & Fees
$16,529

Enroll in Summer classes at $110 per credit hour and seamlessly
transfer the credits back to your home university.
Take advantage of all that Owens offers you:
• Unmatched affordability
• Faculty focused on teaching/learning
• Over 160 program areas
• Small class sizes
• Convenient, on-campus parking

$2,660

Spring classes begin May 31 and June 6.

Register now!
Four-Year
Public
UnHenMo*
■

Ckir^s

WENS"

COMMUNITY COLLEGE

www.owens.edu

Make-the,1 Choice. 1 -800GO-OWENS

